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1Abstract
Towards Automatic Machine Learning Pipeline Design
by
Mitar Milutinovic
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Dawn Song, Chair
The rapid increase in the amount of data collected is quickly shifting the bottleneck of
making informed decisions from a lack of data to a lack of data scientists to help analyze
the collected data. Moreover, the publishing rate of new potential solutions and approaches
for data analysis has surpassed what a human data scientist can follow. At the same time,
we observe that many tasks a data scientist performs during analysis could be automated.
Automatic machine learning (AutoML) research and solutions attempt to automate portions
or even the entire data analysis process.
We address two challenges in AutoML research: first, how to represent ML programs
suitably for metalearning; and second, how to improve evaluations of AutoML systems to
be able to compare approaches, not just predictions.
To this end, we have designed and implemented a framework for ML programs which
provides all the components needed to describe ML programs in a standard way. The frame-
work is extensible and framework’s components are decoupled from each other, e.g., the
framework can be used to describe ML programs which use neural networks. We provide
reference tooling for execution of programs described in the framework. We have also de-
signed and implemented a service, a metalearning database, that stores information about
executed ML programs generated by different AutoML systems.
We evaluate our framework by measuring the computational overhead of using the frame-
work as compared to executing ML programs which directly call underlying libraries. We
observe that the framework’s ML program execution time is an order of magnitude slower
and its memory usage is twice that of ML programs which do not use this framework.
We demonstrate our framework’s ability to evaluate AutoML systems by comparing 10
different AutoML systems that use our framework. The results show that the framework
can be used both to describe a diverse set of ML programs and to determine unambiguously
which AutoML system produced the best ML programs. In many cases, the produced ML
programs outperformed ML programs made by human experts.
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Introduction
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Figure 1.1: Annual size of the global datasphere. Source: IDC, November 2018, sponsored
by Seagate [39].
Data available for potential use in ML programs is growing at a high rate as shown in
Figure 1.1. IDC forecasts the global datasphere to grow to 50 ZB by 2020 [39]. At the same
time there is a shortage of data scientists, Table 1.1. Looking at the number of AI/ML
preprints on arXiv in cs.AI, stat.ML, and cs.NE categories published each year (Figure 1.2)
we can see that it is growing dramatically and that just in 2018 there were more than 12,000
preprints published on arXiv alone. Those preprints can contain potential new solutions
and approaches which could be used in ML programs. But it is not possible for any single
individual to learn about them all, to learn for which problems and data types they are
useful, to learn their effective combinations, nor how they could be used in ML programs.
One way to address this challenge is by using an Automated Machine Learning (AutoML)
system to help analyze data and build ML programs which use data. Given data and a
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Metro Area July 2015 July 2018 3Y Delta
New York City, NY +4, 132 +34, 032 +29, 900
San Francisco Bay Area, CA +10, 995 +31, 798 +20, 803
Los Angeles, CA +425 +12, 251 +11, 826
Boston, MA +1, 667 +11, 276 +9, 609
Seattle, WA +1, 182 +9, 688 +8, 506
Chicago, IL −1, 826 +5, 925 +7, 751
Washington, D.C. +735 +7, 686 +6, 951
Dallas-Ft. Worth, TX −2, 496 +3, 641 +6, 137
Atlanta, GA −2, 301 +3, 350 +5, 651
Austin, TX +26 +4, 949 +4, 923
Table 1.1: The intensification of local shortages for data science skills, July 2015 to July
2018. Table provides the shortage (+) or surplus (-) of people with data science skills in
each metro area, and the associated delta over three years. Source: LinkedIn [26].
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Figure 1.2: Number of AI/ML preprints on arXiv in cs.AI, stat.ML, and cs.NE categories
published each year. Source: arXiv, May 2019 [8].
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problem description, an AutoML system automatically creates an ML program to preprocess
this data and to build a machine learning model solving the problem. Ideally, the automatic
process of creation of an ML program should take into account all existing ML knowledge.
In the context of AutoML research, there are two challenges we tackle in this work:
how to compare AutoML systems and how to better support AutoML systems which use
metalearning.
Comparison of AutoML systems
There are many attempts at AutoML systems both in academia and industry (see Chap-
ter 2), but there are many challenges to determine the quality of those AutoML systems.‘
Quality of an AutoML system can consist of many factors, e.g.:
• How much resources it needs to run?
• How quickly it creates an ML program?
• How far is this ML program from the best ML program?
• How clean or structured input data has to be?
• Which problem types does it support?
• How well it searches the space of possible ML programs?
Moreover, comparison of AutoML systems is hard because they use different sets of
building blocks in their ML programs and use different datasets for their reported evaluation.
If building blocks are different, maybe one AutoML system has simply a better building block
available and this is why its ML program outperforms an ML program made by some other
AutoML system. But if both systems used the same building blocks, it might be the case
that the latter AutoML system creates that same (better) ML program as well and even
faster.
Furthermore, it is hard to compare AutoML systems if the quality of ML programs
themselves is not well defined or if different ML programs use different definitions of qual-
ity. Generally we care about ML program’s quality of predictions as computed by some
metric, but there are also other aspects of ML programs we can care about: complexity,
interpretability, generalizability, resources and data requirements, etc.
Metalearning
One big family of approaches to AutoML is centered around metalearning. Metalearning
treats AutoML itself as an ML problem. Because both ML programs as created by such
an AutoML system and the AutoML system itself both operate on data and build an ML
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sepal length sepal width petal length petal width species
5.1 3.5 1.4 0.2 Iris-setosa
4.9 3 1.4 0.2 Iris-setosa
7 3.2 4.7 1.4 Iris-versicolor
6.4 3.2 4.5 1.5 Iris-versicolor
6.3 3.3 6 2.5 Iris-virginica
5.8 2.7 5.1 1.9 Iris-virginica
Table 1.2: A sample of the Iris dataset [2, 15].
dataset problem description program ID score
iris classification ca41e6a5 0.87
iris classification 759e40f2 0.93
boston regression 8727d30d 0.85
boston regression 3ad4cc03 0.99
sunspots forecasting 37181a32 0.91
sunspots forecasting e863382f 0.51
Table 1.3: An example metalearning dataset.
model, we use prefix meta when talking about the data and model of an AutoML system
which uses metalearning: metalearning dataset or meta-dataset and meta-model.
For metalearning a dataset is needed which serves as input to a meta-model. If a regular
tabular dataset looks like Table 1.2, a metalearning dataset looks like Table 1.3: instead
of samples with attributes and targets, each sample consists, conceptually, of a dataset,
a problem description, a program, and a score achieved by executing the program on the
dataset and the problem description. A meta-model is trained that for a given new dataset
and a problem description it constructs an ML program which achieves the best score.
There are many challenges about metalearning, but in this work we focus on how to represent
programs in such metalearning dataset. Representation of datasets and problem descriptions
we leave to future work in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
1.1 Contributions
We address challenges presented with the following contributions:
• We have designed and implemented a framework for ML programs which provides all
components needed to describe ML programs in a standard way suitable for metalearn-
ing. The framework is extensible and framework’s components are decoupled from each
other.
• We provide reference tooling for execution of programs described in the framework.
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• We present how this framework is used by 10 AutoML systems and how it addresses
the challenge of comparison of AutoML systems.
• We have designed and implemented a service to serve as a metalearning dataset, storing
information about executed ML programs by different AutoML systems.
Contributions empower each other: a standard way of describing ML programs enables
both better comparison between AutoML systems and metalearning across ML programs
created by different AutoML systems, allowing shared representation of information about
executed ML programs and construction of a metalearning dataset.
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Related work
The AutoML research field is active and vibrant and has produced many academic and
non-academic systems [10, 14, 18, 20, 22, 23, 27, 28, 31, 32, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 47, 50, 52],
including some focusing on neural networks only [3, 9, 21, 29, 36, 53]. Wse can observe [12]
that there are many approaches they take and that they are implemented in various pro-
gramming languages. Those differences lead to challenges in comparison of AutoML systems.
Existing comparisons [17, 19] compare only predictions made by those systems. While for
practical purposes it is important to compare what can systems achieve as they are, it does
not provide any insight into how well the approaches they are taking fundamentally com-
pare. Comparison is further complicated because different systems support different data
types and task types. In this work we present a framework which enables comparison of
approaches and not just predictions, across data types and problem types.
Many AutoML systems, to our knowledge at least [10, 14, 27, 40, 41, 43, 52], use some
sort of metalearning. But they cannot learn from results across systems. Our framework
addresses that through shared representation of ML programs and a shared metalearning
service. [49] is a similar shared service to store information about ML programs and their
performance on various datasets, but stored performance scores are self-reported and ML
programs are not necessarily reproducible, limiting usefulness for cross-system metalearning.
Systems which focus on neural networks [3, 9, 21, 29, 36, 53] can be combined with other
AutoML systems using our framework.
AutoML systems do not use one shared representation of ML programs. There are
some popular pipeline languages which might be candidates for such a purpose. scikit-
learn [33] pipeline allows combining multiple scikit-learn transforms and estimators. While
powerful, it inherits some weaknesses from scikit-learn itself, primarily its support for only
tabular and already structured data. This prevents it to be used when inputs are raw files.
Moreover, its combination of linear and nested structure can become very verbose. Common
Workflow Language [46] is a standard for describing data-analysis workflows with focus on
reproducibility. But its focus is also on combining command line programs into workflows,
which is generally not what ML programs made by AutoML systems consist of. Kubeflow [24]
provides a pipeline language and at the same time makes their deployments on Kubernetes
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simple. Similar to our framework it allows combining components using different libraries,
but every component is a Docker image, and instead of directly passing memory objects
between components, inputs and outputs have to be serialized.
There are existing tools to describe hyper-parameters configuration [5, 13]. Our frame-
work aims to be compatible with them while extending a static configuration with optional
custom sampling logic. This allows authors to define a new type of a hyper-parameter space
and provide a custom sampling logic without AutoML systems having to support that type
of a hyper-parameter space in advance.
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Framework for ML pipelines
We have designed and implemented a framework for ML programs for use in AutoML
systems. We provide reference tooling for execution of programs described as framework’s
pipelines. We have designed and implemented a service to store and share information about
executed pipelines as pipeline run descriptions. The collection of pipeline run descriptions
can serve as a metalearning dataset.
In this chapter we present technical details of the framework and related tooling and
service.
3.1 Design goals
In 2019, the most popular programming language for ML programs was Python [11]. An
example of such an ML program in Python for the Thyroid disease dataset [48] is available
in Figure 3.1. In the example program we first select a target column and attribute columns
from input data. Then we further select numerical and categorical attributes. We encode
categorical attributes and we impute missing values in numerical attributes. After that we
combine categorical attributes and numerical attributes back into one data structure of all
attributes. We then pass this data structure, together with targets, to a classifier to fit and
predict. The program runs in two passes, in the first we fit on training data and in the second
pass we only predict on testing data. This example program contains general steps found in
ML programs: data loading, data selection and cleaning, and finally model building. It does
not contain common steps like feature extraction, construction, and selection.
If we look at such ML programs as raw input of an AutoML system from which the
system might want to learn from, we can observe:
• Language specific constructs which have nothing to do with the ML task at hand, e.g.,
import statements.
• Syntax of the programming language allows logically equivalent programs to be repre-
sented with different characters (changing a variable name does not change the logic
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1 import numpy
2 import pandas
3 from sklearn.preprocessing import OrdinalEncoder
4 from sklearn.impute import SimpleImputer
5 from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier
6
7 train_dataframe = pandas.read_csv(’sick_train_split.csv’)
8 test_dataframe = pandas.read_csv(’sick_test_split.csv’)
9
10 encoder = OrdinalEncoder()
11 imputer = SimpleImputer()
12 classifier = RandomForestClassifier(random_state=0)
13
14 def one_pass(dataframe, is_train):
15 target = dataframe.iloc[:, 30]
16 attributes = dataframe.iloc[:, 1:30]
17
18 numerical_attributes = attributes.select_dtypes(numpy.number)
19 categorical_attributes = attributes.select_dtypes(numpy.object)
20
21 categorical_attributes = categorical_attributes.fillna(’’)
22
23 if is_train:
24 encoder.fit(categorical_attributes)
25 imputer.fit(numerical_attributes)
26
27 categorical_attributes = encoder.transform(categorical_attributes)
28 numerical_attributes = imputer.transform(numerical_attributes)
29
30 attributes = numpy.concatenate([
31 categorical_attributes,
32 numerical_attributes,
33 ], axis=1)
34
35 if is_train:
36 classifier.fit(attributes, target)
37
38 return classifier.predict(attributes)
39
40 one_pass(train_dataframe, True)
41 predictions = one_pass(test_dataframe, False)
Figure 3.1: An example ML program in Python programming language.
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1 import numpy
2 import pandas
3 from sklearn.compose import make_column_transformer
4 from sklearn.pipeline import make_pipeline
5 from sklearn.preprocessing import OrdinalEncoder
6 from sklearn.impute import SimpleImputer
7 from sklearn.ensemble import RandomForestClassifier
8
9 train_dataframe = pandas.read_csv(’sick_train_split.csv’)
10 test_dataframe = pandas.read_csv(’sick_test_split.csv’)
11
12 train_attributes = train_dataframe.iloc[:, 1:30]
13 train_target = train_dataframe.iloc[:, 30]
14 test_attributes = test_dataframe.iloc[:, 1:30]
15
16 def get_numerical_attributes(X):
17 return X.dtypes.apply(lambda d: issubclass(d.type, numpy.number))
18
19 def get_categorical_attributes(X):
20 return X.dtypes == ’object’
21
22 pipeline = make_pipeline(
23 make_column_transformer(
24 (
25 make_pipeline(
26 SimpleImputer(strategy=’constant’, fill_value=’’),
27 OrdinalEncoder(),
28 ),
29 get_categorical_attributes,
30 ),
31 (SimpleImputer(), get_numerical_attributes),
32 ),
33 RandomForestClassifier(random_state=0),
34 )
35
36 pipeline.fit(train_attributes, train_target)
37
38 predictions = pipeline.predict(test_attributes)
Figure 3.2: An example program from Figure 3.1 in a different programming style.
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of the program, adding a comment or empty lines neither).
• Different programming styles might lead to very different programs and different ways
of expressing the same underlying logic. The program in Figure 3.2 uses a different
programming style, but is logically equivalent to the program in Figure 3.1.
• The programming language used is a general programming language which allows pro-
gram to do more than just solve an ML task, e.g., display user interface, periodically
save state, parallelize execution. That code is interleaved with code corresponding to
the ML task.
• The programming language allows code with side effects and non-determinism. This
can lead to a program not producing the same results when run multiple times on
the same input data. Reproducibility of results can be achieved primarily through
programming discipline.
Such properties of a programming language and programs in that language are gen-
erally reasonable and even seen as an advantage of the programming language when the
programming language is used by humans. But in the context of AutoML systems which
would consume such programs for learning and produce new programs as their outputs, all
automatically, those properties can be seen as unnecessary complexity.
In this work we present a framework for ML pipelines that AutoML systems can directly
consume and produce. The design goals of this framework are:
• The framework should allow most of ML and data processing programs to be described
as its pipelines, if not all, but be as simple as possible to facilitate both automatic
generation and automatic consumption of pipelines.
• Pipelines should allow description of complete end-to-end ML programs, starting with
raw files and finishing with predictions or any other ML output from models embedded
in pipelines.
• The focus of the framework is machine generation and consumption as opposed to
human generation and consumption. It should enable automation as much as possible.
• The framework should be extensible and framework’s components should be decoupled
from each other, cf. in most programming languages a typing system and execution
semantics are tightly coupled with the language itself.
• Control of side-effects and randomness in pipelines, and in general full reproducibility
should be part of the framework and not an afterthought.
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3.2 Syntax of pipelines
Pipelines do not have a human-friendly syntax and are primarily represented as in-
memory data structures. Many of our framework’s components, including pipelines, can
be represented in JSON [6] or YAML [4] serialization formats. We provide validators using
JSON Schema [16] to validate serialized data structures.
3.3 Pipeline structure
In our framework, ML programs are described as pipelines. Such pipelines consist of:
• Pipeline metadata.
• Specification of inputs and outputs of the pipeline.
• Definition of pipeline steps.
While pipeline is an in-memory structure, we call its standard representation a pipeline
description. We support JSON and YAML serialization formats for pipeline descriptions
and we provide a validator for pipeline descriptions using JSON Schema. The full list of
standardized top-level fields of pipeline descriptions is available in Appendix B. Moreover,
we can represent the main aspects of a pipeline structure visually. In this work we will use
YAML and visual representations to present the pipeline structure.
Pipeline metadata contains mostly non-essential information about the pipeline: a
human-friendly name and description, and when and how the pipeline was created. The
only required metadata is a pipeline’s universally unique identifier, UUID [25]. We stan-
dardize metadata as part of a pipeline description’s JSON Schema.
Specification of inputs and outputs of the pipeline consist of defining the number of inputs
and outputs the pipeline has, and optionally providing human-friendly names for them.
Pipeline steps define the logic of the pipeline. They are specified in order and each step
defines its inputs and outputs and how step’s inputs connect to any output of any previous
step or pipeline’s inputs. Connecting steps in this manner forms a DAG. There are currently
three types of steps defined:
• Primitive step.
• Sub-pipeline step.
• Placeholder step.
Primitive step represents execution of a primitive. Primitives are described in Section 3.4.
Sub-pipeline step represents execution of another pipeline as a step. This is similar to a
function call in programming languages. Placeholder step can be used to define pipeline
templates which can be used to represent partially defined pipelines.
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Pipeline metadata can contain a digest over whole pipeline description. References to
primitives and sub-pipelines can contain their expected digest as well. When a pipeline
is loaded and references are de-referenced, it might happen that a different version of a
primitive or a sub-pipeline is found. Those differences can be detected through mismatched
digests and can help better understand why pipeline results might not be reproducible. We
discuss reproducibility of pipelines in more detail in Section 4.3.
Note that pipeline structure is defined in general terms and can be extended with other
step types. Moreover, the semantics of inputs, outputs, and the connections between them
are not restricted by the pipeline structure.
3.4 Primitives
Primitives are basic building blocks of pipelines. They represent learnable functions,
functions which do not have their logic necessarily defined in advance, but can learn it given
example inputs and outputs. Concrete definition of semantics of such learnable functions
depends on execution semantics used, which we will explore in Section 3.10. Moreover,
primitives can be defined as regular functions as well, with pre-defined logic, what we see as
a special case of learnable functions.
Primitives are written in Python by extending a suitable base class and optionally ad-
ditional mixins. Their underlying logic can also be written in Python, but it can also be
written in any other language with Python just serving as a wrapper to expose underlying
logic in a standard way. Among primitives used by AutoML systems described in Section 4.6,
we have seen primitives (partially) written in C/C++, Julia, R, and Java, besides those in
just Python. Moreover, primitives can execute code on both CPUs and GPUs. From the
perspective of the framework, those details are abstracted out.
In general, a primitive is defined by:
• Primitive metadata.
• Parameters (state) being learned.
• Hyper-parameters.
• Structural type of primitive’s inputs.
• Structural type of primitive’s outputs.
• Implementation of required methods, the primitive interface.
Not all primitives require all of those. E.g., primitives defining regular functions with
pre-defined logic do not need parameters.
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Primitive metadata
Primitive metadata describes the primitive in a standard way, standardized through a
JSON Schema. Part of metadata is provided by a primitive’s author and part of it is automat-
ically generated by inferring it from a primitive’s Python code (e.g., available/implemented
methods, which base class is extended, with which additional mixins). A general rule is
that if anything can be automatically inferred, it should be to assure that metadata stays in
sync with primitive’s implementation. One goal of primitive metadata is that it can serve
as a readily available and standard source of potential metafeatures for metalearning. By
extracting a part of metadata automatically, researchers developing AutoML systems do not
have to do that themselves.
There are many standardized metadata fields and the full list is available in Appendix D.
Here we describe the most important ones of those which are provided by primitive’s author:
id Primitive’s universally unique identifier, UUID. It does not change as the primitive
changes to allow tracing the evolution of the primitive through time, which can potentially
allow metamodels to adapt to new versions without having to retrain from scratch.
installation One of the design goals of the framework is to enable automation as much as
possible. To this end primitive metadata contains instructions how can the primitive be in-
stalled in a completely automatic manner. Those instructions primarily contain information
about the Python package which contains the primitive, but also list any other dependencies,
including non-Python dependencies. Moreover, it is also standardized how Python packages
containing primitives can be automatically discovered on Python’s official package index,
PyPi. In this way AutoML systems can automatically discover available primitives and
install them.
python path We provide a mechanism that once the Python package containing the prim-
itive is installed, the primitive is automatically registered under a standardized Python path
namespace. python path metadata field specifies the full path under the namespace. This
Python path is fully functional and can be used to import a primitive in Python, without
having to know the name of the Python package it is installed with. Furthermore, this means
that different Python packages can provide primitives while for a user it looks like they are
all part of one large package. All this is primarily targeting debugging and easier reading
and understanding of pipelines by humans.
To make primitive’s Python path even more useful to humans its structure is standard-
ized. A standard Python path consists of three segments following the d3m.primitives:
• Primitive family.
• Primitive name segment, from a semi-controlled list of potential primitive names, with
the goal of grouping all existing implementations of more or less the same primitive
under the same name.
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• Kind segment, which allows differentiation between different implementations. E.g.,
that can be a library name (scikit-learn [33], Keras [7]), the author’s name, some special
feature (GPU), or a combination of those.
primitive family, algorithm types, keywords We provide controlled vocabularies to
categorize primitives and open-ended keywords for any additional categories as deemed useful
by the author. The primitive family describes the high-level purpose/nature of the primitive.
Algorithm types describe the underlying implementation of the primitive. We bootstrapped
the vocabulary of those two fields based on English Wikipedia pages and categories related
to ML [51].
Parameters
Primitive’s parameters (state) are internal parameters of the primitive which are being
learned given example inputs and outputs. We require all parameters to be explicitly defined
in advance, including their structural types. This helps programming discipline in otherwise
dynamically typed programming language Python.
Hyper-parameters
Primitive also defines hyper-parameters. In our framework hyper-parameters are broader
than what is usually understood in ML community and are general configuration parameters.
Hyper-parameters generally do not change during the lifetime of a primitive. They can be:
• Tuning hyper-parameters. They do not change the logic of the pipeline, but they
potentially influence the predictive performance of the primitive. Generally an AutoML
system would search for the best configuration of tuning hyper-parameters given a
pipeline. Examples: learning rate, depth of trees in random forest, an architecture of
the neural network.
• Control hyper-parameters. Changing them generally changes the logic of the pipeline
and are determined at the same time with the pipeline itself. Example: whether the
primitive should pass through or discard the columns on which it did not operate.
• Hyper-parameters which control the use of resources by the primitive. Examples:
number of cores to use, should GPUs be used or not.
A hyper-parameter can belong to more than one of these categories. Besides defining
available hyper-parameters, their descriptions in natural language, their default values, and
categories to which they belong, primitive’s author should also attempt to describe the space
of valid values a hyper-parameter can take. We describe our hyper-parameters configuration
component in Section 3.6.
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3.5 Primitive interfaces
Primitives extend a suitable base class and optional mixins. By deciding which base
class and mixins to extend, the author of the primitive both communicates the nature of the
primitive and assures that required methods have to be implemented, which is assured with
use of abstract Python methods.
Base classes
We provide a primary base class PrimitiveBase and four main sub-classes from which
primitive authors can choose from:
SupervisedLearnerPrimitiveBase A base class for primitives which have to learn from exam-
ples of both inputs and outputs before they can start producing outputs from inputs. For
example, during learning inputs could be features/attributes of known examples and out-
puts could be known target values. Then at test time, the primitive would be given new
features/attributes to produce predicted target values.
UnsupervisedLearnerPrimitiveBase A base class for primitives which have to learn from ex-
amples before they can start producing (useful) outputs from inputs, but they only learn
from example inputs.
GeneratorPrimitiveBase A base class for primitives which have to learn from examples be-
fore they can start producing (useful) outputs, but they only learn from example outputs.
Moreover, they do not accept any inputs to generate outputs, but are only provided how
many outputs are requested, and which ones are requested from the potential set of outputs.
TransformerPrimitiveBase A base class for primitives which do not learn at all and can di-
rectly produce (useful) outputs from inputs. As such they also do not have any parameters
(state).
These four main sub-classes cover all combinations of learning the logic of the primitive:
from both the inputs and outputs, only inputs, only outputs, and no learning necessary.
That is the only difference between them in regards to abstract Python methods: which
arguments they take during learning. The rest of their interface is defined by the primary
base class, PrimitiveBase.
The primary base class, PrimitiveBase, defines the following Python methods, some of
them abstract:
__init__(hyperparams, random_seed, volumes, temporary_directory) Constructor. All primi-
tives accept all their hyper-parameters through a constructor as one value.
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Provided random seed should control all randomness used by this primitive. Primitive
should behave exactly the same for the same random seed across multiple invocations.
Primitives can also use additional static files which can be added as a dependency to
installation metadata. When done so, static files are provided to the primitive through
volumes argument to the primitive’s constructor with paths where downloaded and extracted
files are available to the primitive. All provided files and directories are read-only. For
example, this is used to provide pretrained weights to primitives.
Primitives can also use the provided temporary directory to store any files for the duration
of the current pipeline run phase. Directory is automatically cleaned up after the current
pipeline run phase finishes.
set_training_data(inputs, outputs) Sets current training data of this primitive. For exam-
ple, inputs could be features/attributes of known examples and outputs could be known
target values.
fit(timeout, iterations) Learns the parameters of the primitive from input and output
examples using currently set training data.
Caller can provide timeout information to guide the length of the fitting process. Ideally,
a primitive should adapt its fitting process to try to do the best fitting possible inside the
time allocated. The purpose of the timeout argument is to give opportunity to a primitive
to cleanly manage its state instead of interrupting execution from outside.
Some primitives have internal fitting iterations (e.g., epochs). For those, caller can pro-
vide how many of primitive’s internal iterations should a primitive do before returning.
Primitives should make iterations as small as reasonable. If iterations argument is not
provided, then there is no limit on how many iterations the primitive should do and primi-
tive should choose the best amount of iterations on its own (potentially controlled through
hyper-parameters).
timeout and iterations arguments can serve to guide the learning process and optimize
it for both the predictive performance and time consumption.
produce(inputs, timeout, iterations) -> outputs Produces primitive’s best choice of the
output for each of the inputs.
In many cases producing an output is a quick operation in comparison with fit, but not
all cases are like that. For example, a primitive can start a potentially long optimization
process to compute outputs. timeout and iterations arguments can serve as a way for a
caller to guide this process.
get_params() -> params Returns parameters (state) of this primitive.
set_params(params) Sets parameters (state) of this primitive.
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Primitives can have additional produce methods. They should have the same semantics as
the main produce method. Moreover, they should not expose new logic of the primitive, but
mostly serve as a way to return different representations of the same result. E.g., a clustering
primitive could return a membership map for inputs samples from the main produce method,
and a distance matrix between samples as an additional produce method.
All arguments to all methods are primitive arguments. Primitive arguments together
with all hyper-parameters are seen as inputs to the primitive as a whole, primitive inputs.
Primitive inputs are identified by their names and any input name must have the same type
and semantics across all methods and hyper-parameters, effectively be one value.
set_training_data and produce methods can have less or additional arguments that the
primary base class, as needed.
Sub-classes of this class (or its sub-classes) allow functional compositionality.
Mixins
Mixins are additional classes which can be extended in addition to the main base class
and contribute additional methods to the primitive class. We provide two main groups of
standard mixins: compositionality mixins and utility mixins.
Compositionality mixins expose methods which enable additional execution semantics of
primitives composed into pipelines:
SamplingCompositionalityMixin Signals to a caller that the primitive is probabilistic but may
be likelihood free. It adds sample method, which samples output for each input.
ProbabilisticCompositionalityMixin Provides additional abstract methods which primitives
should implement to help callers with doing various end-to-end refinements using proba-
bilistic compositionality. It adds log_likelihoods method, which returns log probability of
outputs given inputs and parameters under this primitive: log(p(outputi|inputi, params)),
and log_likelihood method, which returns sum
∑
i(log(p(outputi|inputi, params))).
GradientCompositionalityMixin Provides additional abstract methods which primitives
should implement to help callers with doing various end-to-end refinements using gradient-
based compositionality. It adds methods:
• gradient_output returns the gradient of loss ∑i(L(outputi, produce one(inputi))) with
respect to outputs.
When fit term temperature is set to non-zero, it returns the gradient with respect to
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outputs of: ∑
i
(L(outputi, produce one(inputi)))
+
temperature
∑
i
(L(training outputi, produce one(training inputi)))
When used in combination with the ProbabilisticCompositionalityMixin, it returns gra-
dient of
∑
i(log(p(outputi|inputi, params))) with respect to outputs.
When fit term temperature is set to non-zero, it returns the gradient with respect to
outputs of: ∑
i
(log(p(outputi|inputi, params)))
+
temperature
∑
i
(log(p(training outputi|training inputi, params)))
• gradient_params returns the gradient of loss ∑i(L(outputi, produce one(inputi))) with
respect to parameters.
When fit term temperature is set to non-zero, it returns the gradient with respect to
parameters of: ∑
i
(L(outputi, produce one(inputi)))
+
temperature
∑
i
(L(training outputi, produce one(training inputi)))
When used in combination with the ProbabilisticCompositionalityMixin, it returns gra-
dient of
∑
i(log(p(outputi|inputi, params))) with respect to parameters.
When fit term temperature is set to non-zero, it returns the gradient with respect to
parameters of: ∑
i
(log(p(outputi|inputi, params)))
+
temperature
∑
i
(log(p(training outputi|training inputi, params)))
• forward is similar to produce method but it is meant to be used for a forward pass during
backpropagation-based end-to-end training. Primitive can implement it differently
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than produce, e.g., forward pass during training can enable dropout layers, or produce
might not compute gradients while forward does.
• backward returns the gradient with respect to inputs and with respect to parameters
of a loss that is being backpropagated end-to-end in a pipeline. This is the stan-
dard backpropagation algorithm: backpropagation needs to be preceded by a forward
propagation (forward method call).
• set_fit_term_temperature sets the temperature used in gradient_output and gradient_params.
Utility mixins expose additional methods which can help AutoML systems and other
primitives additional ways of interacting with a primitive:
ContinueFitMixin Provides an abstract method continue_fit which is similar to fit, but
the difference is what happens when currently set training data is different from what the
primitive might have already been fitted on. fit refits the primitive from scratch, while
continue_fit fits it further.
LossFunctionMixin Provides abstract methods for a caller to call to inspect which loss func-
tion a primitive is using internally, and to compute loss on given inputs and outputs.
NeuralNetworkModuleMixin Provides an abstract method get_neural_network_module for con-
necting neural network modules together. These modules can be either single layers, or they
can be blocks of layers. The construction of these modules is done by mapping the neural
network to the pipeline structure, where primitives (exposing modules through this abstract
method) are passed to followup layers through hyper-parameters. The whole such structure
is then passed for the final time as a hyper-parameter to a training primitive which then
builds the internal representation of the neural network and trains it.
NeuralNetworkObjectMixin Provides an abstract method get_neural_network_object which re-
turns auxiliary objects for use in representing neural networks as pipelines: loss functions,
optimizers, etc.
We will discuss the use of NeuralNetworkModuleMixin and NeuralNetworkObjectMixin mixins
in more detail in Section 4.4.
3.6 Hyper-parameters configuration
We provide a framework’s component to describe the configuration of hyper-parameters
a primitive has. The configuration is essentially a mapping between hyper-parameter names
and hyper-parameter definitions. Each hyper-parameter definition is an instance of a Python
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class and among other properties defines hyper-parameter space. A hyper-parameter space
defines valid values a hyper-parameter can take. We also provide a standard representation
of the hyper-parameters configuration in JSON serialization format.
1 class HyperparamsConfiguration(Hyperparams):
2 tolerance = Bounded[float](
3 default=0.0001,
4 lower=0,
5 upper=None,
6 lower_inclusive=True,
7 description="Tolerance for stopping criteria.",
8 semantic_types=[’https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/TuningParameter’],
9 )
Figure 3.3: An example hyper-parameters configuration.
Figure 3.3 shows an example hyper-parameters configuration. It contains one hyper-
parameter, named tolerance, with hyper-parameter definition being an instance of class
Bounded, which is a class corresponding to a hyper-parameter space which is an interval,
bounded on at least one side, but without known distribution. In this example, structural
type of values of the interval is float. Moreover, interval does not have the upper bound and
the lower bound is inclusive. Hyper-parameter definition includes a description in natural
language and is categorized as a tuning hyper-parameter.
We use a Python class to define a hyper-parameter and its space instead of a static
structure to allow different space definitions to also provide default methods to navigate the
space. This allows a primitive author to define a non-standard space definition for a hyper-
parameter, while still being compatible with the framework and AutoML systems using the
framework. For example, a primitive could define a custom hyper-parameter class defining
a space of all neural networks it knows how to use and provide hyper-parameter methods to
sample from this space.
Every primitive has a hyper-parameters configuration associated with it. There are four
ways to provide values for those hyper-parameters:
• As a constant value in the pipeline. Useful for control hyper-parameters.
• As a value provided to the runtime during execution of the pipeline. Used to try
different sets of values of tuning hyper-parameters for same pipeline.
• As a value computed in prior steps in the pipeline.
• As a primitive itself of a prior step in the pipeline. This is useful to support meta-
primitives: primitives which take other primitives as a hyper-parameter and use them.
E.g., a primitive can run another primitive over each cell in a column, mapping input
cell values to output cell values.
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The main methods of hyper-parameter definition class are:
__init__(default, semantic_types, description, ...) Constructor. Used to provide static
parameters of the instance, including the default value, hyper-parameter categories, and a
natural language description.
validate(value) Validates that a given value belongs to the space of the hyper-parameter.
sample(random_state) Samples a random value from the hyper-parameter search space.
sample_multiple(min_samples, max_samples, random_state, with_replacement) Samples mul-
tiple random values from the hyper-parameter search space. At least min_samples of them,
and at most max_samples.
We list standard hyper-parameter definition base classes in Appendix H.
3.7 Basic data types
The framework defines and provides basic data types, reusing Python data types and
data types provided by popular Python libraries. Basic data types are organized as follows:
• Container types: NumPy ndarray, Pandas DataFrame, List, Dataset
• Simple data types: str, bytes, bool, float, int, NumPy numerical values
• Data types: all container types, all simple data types, and dict
Container types are types of values which are passed between pipeline steps. Data types
can be contained inside container types, or themselves, recursively. The main motivation
behind limiting container types to only a limited set of data types is to make interoperability
between primitives easier, without the need for potentially costly or lossy conversions between
data types.
While simple data types and dict are regular Python and NumpPy data types, container
types are designed and implemented specifically for the framework. ndarray, DataFrame, and
List container types extend their respective standard data types with support for metadata
(more about metadata in Section 3.9). Moreover, they have additional methods for ma-
nipulation of both data and metadata at the same time, and their constructors have been
extended to make it easier to convert between all container types in a reasonable way, es-
pecially taking into consideration cases when container types are contained (nested) inside
container types, recursively.
In addition, we provide a container type named Dataset.
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Dataset container type
One of the design goals of the framework is to allow expression of complete end-to-end
ML programs, starting with raw files. To achieve this we designed and implemented a
specialized Dataset container type to serve as a starting point to a pipeline and which can
represent a wide range of input data: tabular data, graph data, time-series data, tabular
data referencing media files, raw files without known structure, etc.
Dataset container type is conceptually simple, but its combination with metadata (see
Section 3.9) makes it powerful and expressive. It is implemented as a Python dict, map-
ping resource IDs to resources. Resources can be any other container type, but most often
resources are DataFrames. Metadata associated with the Dataset container type provides ad-
ditional information useful to understand the data stored in resources: are there foreign keys
between resources, is a resource representing a collection of raw files and where can those raw
files be found stored, how many dimensions does a resource have, has tabular resource any
special properties like time-series column, or does it represent a graph in edge-list structure,
etc. Not all metadata is necessarily available at Dataset loading time, but primitives in a
pipeline can try to infer missing metadata and augment it, for later primitives to use.
We also provide support for extensible loaders and savers which allow users to load
Datasets from different storage representations, and save Datasets as well. All this makes
Dataset container type a suitable standard data input to pipelines.
3.8 Data references
To represent the available data sources in a pipeline, we use data references. A data
reference is a string with standardized structure to make it easier to debug:
• inputs.X represents pipeline inputs, with X corresponding to the index of the pipeline’s
input
• steps.X.NAME represents a step’s outputs, with X corresponding to the step index and
NAME corresponding to the name of the step’s output (for a primitive step this is the
name of the primitive’s produce method)
• outputs.X represents pipeline outputs, with X corresponding to the index of the
pipeline’s output
In pipelines, data references are used to identify which data source should be connected
to a step’s input, forming a data-flow connection.
3.9 Metadata
Besides data, container types also contain metadata. Metadata is stored as an attribute
on a container type value in a specialized metadata object we designed and implemented.
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Primitives can use both input data and metadata in their logic and return both data and
metadata as a result, as one container type value. Metadata object is designed to be inde-
pendent from a particular container type implementation, but at the same time interoperable
with all of them. This is achieved through selectors. A selector matches in a general way a
subset of data, a scope, for which a metadata entry applies. Full metadata is then a series of
(selector,metadata entry) pairs. Each metadata entry is a mapping between metadata fields
and metadata values.
Primitive metadata is stored using the same metadata object, but it does not use or need
selectors and it is stored as only one metadata entry, because primitives do not have data
structure.
Selectors
Selectors declare to which part of the data a metadata entry applies by matching on
the structure of the data itself. A selector consists of a series of segments, in the order of
dimensions in the data structure, across contained (nested) data types. E.g., selector can
match inside a DataFrame which is by itself a cell value of another DataFrame. The order of
dimensions is defined for each data type:
• ndarray: following ndarray dimensions order itself
• DataFrame: first rows, then columns
• List: has only one dimension
• Dataset, dict: has only one dimension
Each segment matches value or values of the corresponding dimension for which the
metadata entry applies. Segments can be:
• A numerical index, used with ndarray, DataFrame, and List dimensions.
• A mapping key, used with Dataset and dict dimensions.
• A special wildcard value ALL_ELEMENTS which applies to all values of a dimension.
Currently there is only one special segment value defined, ALL_ELEMENTS. Selectors apply in
a cascading manner: a priority scheme is defined to determine which metadata values apply
if more than one selector matches a particular part of the data with overlapping metadata
fields. For non-overlapping metadata fields, metadata values are formed as a union over all
metadata entries applicable to a particular part of the data.
This cascading priority scheme is predictable. A general rule is that more specific selectors
have precedence. Currently, this means that numerical index and mapping key segments have
precedence over ALL_ELEMENTS segment.
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Metadata object provides low-level methods for updating and querying metadata and
additional higher-level methods for common use cases, e.g., updating and querying metadata
of tabular data. A metadata object is immutable.
()
Select container itself.
(ALL_ELEMENTS)
Select all rows.
(3, ALL_ELEMENTS)
Select all cells in the fourth
row.
(ALL_ELEMENTS, 3)
Select all cells in the fourth
column.
(3, 3)
Select a single cell.
(ALL_ELEMENTS, ALL_ELEMENTS)
Select all cells.
Figure 3.4: Visual representation of example metadata selectors on tabular value.
Figure 3.4 visually shows example metadata selectors and how they match parts of tabular
data.
Metadata entries
Each metadata entry is a mapping between metadata fields and metadata values, imple-
mented as a Python dict. To facilitate interoperability between primitives, we standardized
common metadata fields and values using JSON Schema, but metadata entries can also
contain other custom fields and values. Appendix E lists top-level metadata fields at the
container type level, and Appendix F lists top-level fields metadata for data inside the con-
tainer type.
Among standard metadata fields are those which describe the structure of data (dimen-
sions, number of rows, columns, etc.), other properties of data (e.g., sampling rate for audio
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data), metadata targeting humans (column names and descriptions of data), and fields to
record data provenance. Moreover, there is an extensive list of standardized metafeature
fields to describe various properties of data potentially useful for metalearning. Standard
metadata also provides typing information about data: structural types and semantic types,
so one can understand from the metadata what the structure of the data is, how it is rep-
resented as Python types (structural types), and what the meaning or use of the data is
(semantic types).
Semantic types
Semantic types are an important part of metadata and expose implicit information often
part of variable names or comments in programming languages. For example, the program
in Figure 3.1 has a variable named categorical_attributes. To a human reading the source
code this variable name means something and makes it easier for the human to understand
the program. But the program itself has no access or use of this information.
In the framework such information is explicit through semantic types. Every part
of data (through metadata selectors) can have a set of relevant semantic types ap-
plied to it. E.g., DataFrame columns corresponding to categorical_attributes variable
would have https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Attribute and https:
//metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/CategoricalData semantic types set. Se-
mantic types facilitate multiple use cases:
• We can encode human knowledge about input data in a machine readable way.
• Primitives can automatically decide on which parts of data to operate, without needing
to slice or combine data first. We will expand on this in Section 4.2.
• Primitives can communicate to later primitives in the pipeline semantic information
about data by setting or removing semantic types, guiding logic of later primitives.
This enables decoupling data analysis from actions based on the analysis. E.g., one
primitive can detect which columns are likely to be categorical and a later primitive can
then one-hot encode them, or a different later primitive can instead encode columns
into ordinal integers.
List of commonly used semantic types are available in Appendix G. Besides those, any
other URI representing a semantic type can be used.
3.10 Execution semantics
Execution semantics of a pipeline is on purpose decoupled from the rest of the framework,
including pipeline structure. Together with extensible nature of primitives and their inter-
faces (through standard and non-standard mixins) this allows experimentation in pipeline ex-
ecution while reusing framework’s components. Moreover, sub-pipelines provide a reasonable
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abstraction layer and different execution semantics can be tied to individual sub-pipelines
while retaining overall interoperability.
Standard execution semantics
We have designed a standard execution semantic named fit-produce. It executes the
pipeline in a data-flow manner in two phases: fit and produce. The run of each phase of a
pipeline execution proceeds in order of its steps. All values passed between steps are defined
immutable. Initially, at the start of each phase, only pipeline inputs are available as inputs
to steps. After each step is executed, its outputs are added to values available to later steps,
and to values which can be used as pipeline outputs. It is required that steps are ordered
in the pipeline and that all step outputs are defined in a way that when executing steps in
order, all necessary step inputs are always available before they are needed, forming a DAG.
Fit phase is usually run on training data and produce phase on testing data.
Fit phase, primitive step The following primitive methods are called in order:
1. __init__, passing:
• an instance of primitive’s hyper-parameters configuration class, which is a map-
ping between hyper-parameter names and their values,
• deterministically computed random seed value for this primitive, based on the
main random seed and the pipeline structure,
• volumes and temporary_directory constructor arguments.
2. set_training_data, passing only those primitive arguments as method arguments that
the method accepts.
3. fit, without any method arguments.
4. For every specified primitive output, produce method with corresponding name is
called, passing only those primitive arguments as method arguments which the method
accepts. The output of the produce method becomes the corresponding output of
the primitive. Same input values passed to set_training_data are passed for same
arguments once more to produce methods.
Fit phase, sub-pipeline step Fit phase of the sub-pipeline step is run, mapping step
inputs to sub-pipeline inputs, and sub-pipeline outputs to step outputs.
Produce phase, primitive step For every specified primitive output, produce method
with corresponding name is called, passing only those primitive arguments as method ar-
guments that the method accepts. The output of the produce method becomes the corre-
sponding output of the primitive.
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Produce phase, sub-pipeline step Produce phase of the sub-pipeline step is run, map-
ping step inputs to sub-pipeline inputs, and sub-pipeline outputs to step outputs.
Placeholder steps are not allowed during execution. Each pipeline output have a corre-
sponding step output which is at the end of a phase passed on as the output of the pipeline
itself.
Parameters (state) of primitives are updated during fitting in the fit phase, but do not
change anymore in the produce phase. set_training_data and fit are called even on primitives
without parameters (state), but the methods do nothing. Note that both phases are run
on the same pipeline structure, only input data is potentially different between phases.
Moreover, input data structure generally stays the same for both phases (e.g., which columns
exist in data), with differences only in amount of data and contents.
When step is a primitive step, step inputs are primitive inputs. Recall that primitive
inputs are primitive arguments and all hyper-parameters, and furthermore that all primitive
arguments are all arguments to all primitive methods combined. Passing primitive arguments
to method arguments is straightforward and follows usual method calling semantics, because
values can be only container types. We do have to take care we pass only those method
arguments that the method really accepts, which we do through introspection at runtime.
An exception here is support for variable number of values connected to the same primitive
argument. In this case we make a list from all values, before passing the list to the primitive
as one value for the primitive argument.
Passing hyper-parameters to primitive’s constructor is more involved because we have to
handle the case when a primitive instance is passed to another primitive as a hyper-parameter
value. Primitive instance can come from a constant value or from a prior step in a pipeline. In
both cases we have to make a clone of the primitive to assure that every primitive instance is
independent, not sharing any state. Because primitive state is explicit (primitive parameters)
we can achieve such cloning through get_params and set_params methods.
Another aspect of passing primitive instances as hyper-parameters is that primitive in-
stances can be in a fitted or unfitted state. For constant values, the primitive instance is
what it is. But when primitive instance comes from a prior step in a pipeline, how do we
know if it should be first fitted or not, before being passed on as a hyper-parameter? To
address this we have an exception: if a primitive in a pipeline has no primitive arguments
connected, then during pipeline execution such primitive is not fitted nor produced, but
just instantiated and then passed on as a hyper-parameter value to another primitive, as a
unfitted primitive.
Alternative execution semantics
Execution semantics is decoupled from the rest of the framework, so pipelines or sub-
pipelines can be executed using non-standard execution semantics. For this to be possible
steps, especially primitives, might have to implement additional mixins.
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For example, if all primitives in a pipeline extend GradientCompositionalityMixin, this
makes a pipeline differentiable end-to-end across primitives implemented in different ML
frameworks. A differentiable pipeline enables an alternative execution semantics where in-
stead of doing a fit and produce phases, we could do multiple forward and backward passes,
training primitives through backpropagation. Moreover, we could combine this with standard
execution semantics and first do a standard fit phase on training data and then continue with
forward and backward passes on another set of data, to refine a previously fitted pipeline [30].
Another example of alternative execution semantics is support for batching during
pipeline execution. Standard execution semantics requires in-core execution, where val-
ues being passed between steps have to fit into memory. For large datasets this might be
a prohibitive restriction. A solution could be batching: splitting input dataset into smaller
batches of data and then instead of doing one fit phase and one produce phase, we can do
both phases for each batch, incrementally training primitives. This could be done if all prim-
itives in a pipeline extend ContinueFitMixin and their logic operates on each input sample
independently.
Currently all pipeline steps are executed in the order in which they are specified, but an
alternative execution semantics could determine which steps can be run in parallel, especially
because generally pipeline steps do not have side-effects, and run them in parallel.
3.11 Example pipeline
Visual representation of an example pipeline is available in Figure 3.5. The example
pipeline is logically equivalent to the ML program in Figure 3.1 and is available in YAML
serialization format in Appendix J.
First we convert a Dataset object to a DataFrame object. We can do this in a straight-
forward manner because the Dataset contains only one resource, a tabular DataFrame object.
After that we extract numerical and categorical attributes, and then the target column, too.
When loading Dataset objects no automatic parsing of strings of any kind is done and are
values are kept as strings. Because of that we have to parse numerical attributes using an ex-
plicit primitive, after which we can impute numerical attributes. We also encode categorical
attributes and combine them with numerical attributes, which concludes all preprocessing
of attributes. We then build a random forest model. The final step is necessary to restore
the row index column which is a required part of standard predictions output of a standard
pipeline. We will discuss standard pipelines in Section 4.1. Random forest primitive does not
preserve the index column by default for compatibility with scikit-learn behavior, on which
it is based.
In our example the Dataset comes with semantic information for each column and we
use it when extracting columns so that we do not have to hard-code column indices into
the pipeline. If such semantic information was missing, we could have used a primitive
to infer it. Using such primitive to infer semantic types is an example how populating
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with semantic information can be decoupled from acting on this information (in our case
extracting columns).
Alternatively, we could instead extract columns by their structural type or dtype, like the
ML program in Figure 3.1 does, but this is error-prone and fragile in the AutoML context
because it is hard to control or predict when and how will low-level data operations in
primitives change them, sometimes just as a side-effect of an operation. Semantic types are
independent from data operations and do not have these shortcomings.
Observe high branching in the pipeline. We will discuss implications of branching in
Section 4.2.
In this example pipeline, many primitives are transformer primitives (extending
TransformerPrimitiveBase base class) without any parameters to learn. For some primitives we
set control hyper-parameters in the pipeline to guide their behavior, but there is no difference
in their behavior between the fit phase and produce phase. Primitives for parsing, imputing,
and encoding as unsupervised learner primitives (extending UnsupervisedLearnerPrimitiveBase
base class), learning during the fit phase the properties of training data, updating their pa-
rameters. After fitting in fit phase, and in whole produce phase, those parameters are then
used to guide the logic of primitives when they produce outputs given input data. A su-
pervised learner primitive, random forest (extending SupervisedLearnerPrimitiveBase) learns
from example attributes and targets during the fit phase and produces its own best predicted
targets afterwards, during fit phase it produces predicted targets on training data and during
produce phase it produces predicted targets on testing data.
The example pipeline in Figure 3.5 and Appendix J has only non-default hyper-parameter
values set as part of the pipeline description. The full set of hyper-parameters defined by all
primitives and their values in effect can be seen in Figure 3.6.
3.12 Problem description
Main use of a problem description in an AutoML system is to guide the system towards
solving a meaningful problem given data. Our problem description is currently simple and
contains:
• Task type and subtype categories with controlled vocabularies to categorize problems
into a wide range of tasks, beyond just basic classification and regression.
• Which performance metrics the AutoML system should optimize for.
• Which columns in a dataset are target columns.
• A list of privileged data columns related to unavailable attributes during testing. These
columns do not have data available in the test split of a dataset.
• Additional metadata like human-friendly name and description.
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input dataset
dataset_to_dataframe
data_transformation Common
produceinputs
dataframe_resource: null
extract_columns_by_semantic_types
data_transformation Common
produceinputs
semantic_types:
- "…/Attribute"
match_logic: "any"
negate: false
use_columns: []
exclude_columns: []
add_index_columns: false
extract_columns_by_semantic_types
data_transformation Common
produceinputs
semantic_types:
- "…/CategoricalData"
negate: true
match_logic: "any"
use_columns: []
exclude_columns: []
add_index_columns: false
extract_columns_by_semantic_types
data_transformation Common
produceinputs
semantic_types:
- "…/CategoricalData"
match_logic: "any"
negate: false
use_columns: []
exclude_columns: []
add_index_columns: false
extract_columns_by_semantic_types
data_transformation Common
produceinputs
semantic_types:
- "…/TrueTarget"
match_logic: "any"
negate: false
use_columns: []
exclude_columns: []
add_index_columns: false
column_parser
data_transformation Common
produceinputs
parse_semantic_types:
- "…/Boolean"
- "…/CategoricalData"
- "…/Integer"
- "…/Float"
- "…/FloatVector"
- "…/DateTime"
use_columns: []
exclude_columns: []
return_result: "replace"
add_index_columns: true
parse_categorical_target_columns: false
replace_index_columns: true
ordinal_encoder
data_transformation SKlearn
produceinputs
categories: "auto"
use_columns: []
exclude_columns: []
return_result: "new"
use_semantic_types: false
add_index_columns: false
error_on_no_input: true
return_semantic_type: "…/Attribute"
imputer
data_cleaning SKlearn
produceinputs
missing_values:
case: "float"
value: …
strategy: "mean"
fill_value:
case: "none"
value: null
use_columns: []
exclude_columns: []
return_result: "new"
use_semantic_types: false
add_index_columns: false
error_on_no_input: true
return_semantic_type: "…/Attribute"
horizontal_concat
data_transformation DataFrameCommon
produceleft
right
use_index: true
remove_second_index: true
random_forest
classification SKlearn
produceinputs
outputs
n_estimators: 10
criterion: "gini"
max_features:
case: "calculated"
value: "auto"
max_depth:
case: "none"
value: null
min_samples_split:
case: "absolute"
value: 2
min_samples_leaf:
case: "absolute"
value: 1
min_weight_fraction_leaf: 0
max_leaf_nodes:
case: "none"
value: null
min_impurity_decrease: 0.0
bootstrap: true
oob_score: false
n_jobs:
case: "limit"
value: 1
warm_start: false
class_weight:
case: "none"
value: null
use_input_columns: []
use_output_columns: []
exclude_input_columns: []
exclude_output_columns: []
return_result: "new"
use_semantic_types: false
add_index_columns: false
error_on_no_input: true
construct_predictions
data_transformation Common
produceinputs
reference
use_columns: []
exclude_columns: []
predictions
Figure 3.6: Visual representation of the example pipeline with all hyper-parameter values
shown.
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A problem description is fully available to an AutoML system, but to the pipeline is
exposed through semantic types: target columns and privileged data columns are marked as
such on input Dataset before it is passed into the pipeline during execution.
We provide a validator for problem descriptions using JSON Schema. The full list of
standardized top-level fields of problem descriptions is available in Appendix C.
3.13 Reference runtime
We provide a reference runtime implementation. Furthermore, it is designed in an exten-
sible manner allowing AutoML systems to directly integrate it and use it as their primary
runtime for pipelines. We provide a command line interface (CLI) to use the reference
runtime outside of an AutoML system.
Reference runtime is an interpreter for pipelines and executes pipelines according to
the fit-produce execution semantics. Reference runtime ties together all steps necessary for
pipeline execution: input data loading into Dataset objects, problem description loading and
marking of target and privileged data columns, and executing the pipeline itself.
3.14 Evaluating pipelines
In addition to generating and running pipelines describing ML programs, AutoML sys-
tems have to be able to evaluate those pipelines and score them using relevant performance
metrics. The design of the framework supports describing evaluation of pipelines using the
framework itself, through two additional pipelines:
• A data preparation pipeline prepares input data for evaluation, primarily by splitting
data into multiple parts, supporting various approaches to evaluation: train/test splits,
k-fold cross validation, etc. It also redacts any target values in test splits to assure
valid evaluation. Because data preparation pipeline is just a regular pipeline, it can
contain any primitives and do any other data preparation steps. A data preparation
pipeline is executed once for input data and produces potentially multiple splits or
folds of input data.
• A scoring pipeline takes outputs of executing a pipeline on one split or fold of input
data and computes scores using performance metrics listed in a problem description.
We provide a standard scoring pipeline supporting all standard performance metrics,
but a custom scoring pipeline can be used as well.
Reference runtime supports such evaluation of pipelines and provides all necessary logic
to execute all three pipelines properly together. Because evaluation if done through the
utilization of the framework we inherit all its useful properties, e.g., full reproducibility,
decoupled design, compositionality, support for raw files, etc.
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Having a standard framework for ML programs, a reference runtime, and a standard way
to evaluate pipelines allows us to record all pipelines, their scores, and everything else about
the execution of a pipeline in a standard way as well, enabling metalearning over pipelines
and results across multiple AutoML systems.
3.15 Metalearning
One of the design goals of the framework is to allow automatic consumption of pipelines.
The motivation behind this goal is that we want pipelines to serve for metalearning purposes.
The framework defines a standard description for ML programs, pipelines, and a standard
way to evaluate pipelines.
In addition, we have designed and implemented also a standard way of recording detailed
information about the execution of a pipeline, a pipeline run description. A pipeline run
description contains information which pipeline was executed for which problem description
and input data, using which values for tuning hyper-parameters. It records information
about any data preparation, evaluation, and scoring which was done. It contains information
about execution environment and timing information about execution of every part of the
pipeline, to the level of method calls. Moreover, it records metadata of all step outputs
produced during pipeline execution. The full list of standardized top-level fields of pipeline
run descriptions is available in Appendix I.
Because pipeline run descriptions record metadata of all step outputs, they record also all
metafeatures primitives might compute about data passing through the pipeline, at various
steps and not just at the pipeline input.
With all this information we have everything to build a metalearning dataset: we have
a standard machine readable way to represent pipelines, problem descriptions, input data,
data metafeatures, and scores.
To enable building such metalearning dataset, we have designed a metalearning database,
where all this information can be stored and shared between various AutoML systems. A
goal of this database is that anyone can record a pipeline run description of an execution of
their pipeline, using any data preparation pipeline and any scoring pipeline, on any data.
Furthermore, to facilitate easier comparison between pipeline run descriptions, we provide
standard data preparation and scoring pipelines.
Once a pipeline run description for a given pipeline is submitted to the database, anyone
else can re-run it and try to reproduce it. No matter the result, reproduction or not, the
new pipeline run description can be submitted as well, expanding the understanding of the
pipeline.
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Chapter 4
Pipelines in practice
In this chapter we explore various aspects of the framework in practice.
4.1 Standard pipelines
The framework is by design very general, to allow most of ML and data processing
programs to be described through pipelines.
inputs
outputs
primitive 1
produce
input 0
input 1
left
right
primitive 3
produceinput 2
primitive 2
produce
raw
filtered
primitive 4
produce
ouput 0
output 1
output 2
inputs
Figure 4.1: A conceptual representation of a general pipeline (DAG).
Figure 4.1 shows a conceptual representation of a general pipeline. With multiple pipeline
inputs and outputs it connects primitives as a DAG. Inputs and outputs can be anything
supported by the framework. While this is powerful, and is used for special pipelines like data
preparation pipelines for evaluation, it is unnecessary for pipelines for many ML problems.
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inputs
extract targets
producedataset
imputer
produce inputs
outputs
model
produce predictionsinputs
categorical
encoder
produceinputs
produce targets
Figure 4.2: A conceptual representation of a standard pipeline.
Instead we standardized a standard pipeline, depicted in Figure 4.2. A standard pipeline
has as the pipeline inputs one (or more, but often only one) Dataset objects and should return
a DataFrame with predictions. Standardizing the pipeline in this manner also allows us to use
standard data preparation and scoring pipelines, Moreover, it generally makes it easier to
compare pipelines and integrate them with other systems. The metalearning database we
described in Section 3.15 stores just standard pipelines and their pipeline run descriptions.
4.2 Linear pipelines
inputs
imputer
producedataset
produce
inputs
outputs
model
produce predictions
inputs
categorical
encoder
Figure 4.3: A conceptual representation of a linear pipeline.
The example pipeline visually represented in Figure 3.5 and available in YAML serializa-
tion format in Appendix J is logically equivalent to the ML program in Figure 3.1. It is a
standard pipeline, but observe high branching in the pipeline which follows the flow of data
in the example ML program. We observe that there are two main reasons for branching of
flow of data in ML programs:
• Slicing data to effectively select the data for a function to operate on, and then com-
bining results back with the rest of the data.
• To use multiple models and combine them for ensemble learning.
We will show how we can address both of those using the framework to form linear
pipelines as depicted in Figure 4.3.
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It is important to keep in mind that the framework supports highly branching pipelines
and that there is nothing inherently wrong with them and that for some ways of generat-
ing pipelines (e.g., generating them as linear snippets and then combining them to form a
branched final pipeline) this could be the most suitable structure. Moreover, in branching
pipelines it might be easier to discover opportunities for parallelization. Here we want to
demonstrate the power of the framework to express linear pipelines.
Slicing and combining data
Human developers use their background knowledge and knowledge about a particular
function (often from its documentation) to slice the data correctly and then combine results
back. This means that an AutoML system needs to have or obtain this knowledge of how
to slice and combine data for every function, given data.
input dataset
dataset_to_dataframe
data_transformation Common
produceinputs
ordinal_encoder
data_transformation SKlearn
produceinputs
use_semantic_types: true
return_result: "replace"
column_parser
data_transformation Common
produceinputs
imputer
data_cleaning SKlearn
produceinputs
use_semantic_types: true
return_result: "replace"
random_forest
classification SKlearn
produceinputs
outputs
use_semantic_types: true
add_index_columns: true
predictions
Figure 4.4: Visual representation of an example linear pipeline. It is available in YAML
serialization format in Appendix K.
If instead primitives themselves contain logic for slicing and combining results, pipelines
can be simplified to linear pipelines, as seen in an example linear pipeline in Figure 4.4, avail-
able in YAML serialization format in Appendix K. The example linear pipeline is logically
equivalent to the pipeline in Figure 3.5.
Primitives can do this because the logic in most cases depends on the primitive itself.
Moreover, primitive authors are the most suitable to encode this knowledge of slicing and
combining into the primitive itself. Such change can be seen just as a different abstraction,
especially if knowledge of slicing and combining was available in a machine readable descrip-
tion which would mean that we could in an algorithmic way add necessary primitives for
slicing and combining around the primitive in question. But the change offers additional
benefits:
• Combined with metadata associated with data in the pipeline, it allows prior primitives
to influence slicing and combining logic of later primitives by modifying accordingly
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metadata prior primitives produce. This allows decisions about slicing and combining
to be done not just based on current data available to the primitive, but also from
previous states of data, which might not even be available anymore. In a way, metadata
allows prior primitives to pass standardized state to later primitives and later primitives
can use it to make slicing and combining decisions.
• It can be seen as an abstraction on top of any machine readable descriptions describing
rules for slicing and combining. In this way different primitives can use different ways
of internally specifying how and what to slice and combine, some using static machine
readable descriptions, but others also more sophisticated dynamic approaches. An
AutoML system does not have to know about those to be able to use a primitive in a
linear pipeline.
• It better aligns separation of concerns between an AutoML system and primitives,
especially because prior primitives can influence behavior of later primitives through
metadata. An AutoML system can focus on generating a sequence of primitives and
influencing which columns to operate on can be done through inclusion or not of prim-
itives setting metadata. This allows an AutoML system to have only one search space.
For example, an AutoML system can decide to include or not, and where, a primitive
which marks all newly engineered attributes from a series of primitives as the only
attributes in effect, disabling the original attributes. Otherwise an AutoML system
would have to track information about new attributes during pipeline construction
and generate necessary primitives to slice data accordingly. Which would also mean
that it would have to know which primitives are engineering new attributes.
• Having support for slicing and combining in primitives does not prevent AutoML
systems to take control and still manage slicing and combining themselves, through
primitives in a pipeline or through hyper-parameters for this purpose.
• Many linear pipelines with primitives supporting linear pipelines just work: maybe a
primitive is unnecessary at a given location in the pipeline and it simply does not do
anything, not finding anything suitable in the input data, but will generally not break
the pipeline. This allows easier bootstrapping of pipeline generation, allowing as well
that researchers focus on different AutoML questions and not necessary tackle head-on
all of the challenges of generating sophisticated pipelines.
• Pipelines themselves become simpler and shorter. The pipeline in Figure 3.5 has 11
steps. The pipeline in Figure 4.4 has 5 steps.
Currently, the standardized approach to linear pipelines focuses on primitives which
operate on tabular data and where slicing and combining is on columns. But the same
principle could be generalized to other types of data. Moreover, in practice it turns out
that in most cases use of semantic types and structural types is enough to decide on which
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columns to operate, but any other metadata or even concrete data values could be used by
primitives to make the decision.
The following standard hyper-parameters control this behavior:
use columns A set of column indices to force primitive to operate on. If any specified
column cannot be used, it is skipped.
exclude columns A set of column indices to not operate on. Applicable only if
use columns is not provided.
return result Should resulting columns be appended, should they replace original columns,
or should only resulting columns be returned?
add index columns Also include primary index columns in the output data if input data
has them? Applicable only if return result is set to return only resulting columns.
error on no columns Throw an exception if no columns are to be operated on. Otherwise
issue only a warning, allowing pipeline not to fail if it has an unnecessary primitive.
Some primitives use an additional hyper-parameter use semantic types to enable or
disable this behavior primitive-wise. Primitives with multiple primitive arguments can also
have multiple pairs of use columns and exclude columns hyper-parameters, a pair for
each primitive argument.
Primitive authors can use utility functions we provide to simplify implementation and
assure its standard behavior. Utility functions decide on columns to operate on, slice in-
put columns, and provide just sliced columns to the internal logic of the primitive. After-
wards, they combine internal resulting columns with input columns for final results. Hyper-
parameters use columns and exclude columns allows an AutoML system to fine-control
on which columns a primitive should operate. By default a primitive operates on all columns
on which it can operate.
Ensemble learning
Ensemble learning combines multiple models to obtain final prediction. We will show
how a linear pipeline can support stacking and cascading.
Primitives for supervised learning generally use https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.
org/types/Attribute semantic type to decide which input columns are attributes and
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/TrueTarget semantic type to de-
cide which column has known target values. They produce a column of predicted tar-
get values, with, by default, semantic type https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.
org/types/PredictedTarget. This can be controlled using standard hyper-parameter re-
turn semantic type to choose another semantic type.
Stacking can be implemented as a linear pipeline by having a series of supervised learn-
ing primitives one after the other in a pipeline, each appending their produced column to
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the input data. Each of those primitives operates on the same set of attribute columns
and generates a new column. After all supervised learning primitives, we add a primitive
which modifies semantic types on columns: it removes semantic type https://metadata.
datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Attribute from all columns, and replaces all cases
of semantic type https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/PredictedTarget
with semantic type https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Attribute. Af-
ter that the final supervised learning primitive is used to produce final predictions.
Cascading can be implemented in a similar way: a series of supervised learning primi-
tives one after the other in a pipeline, each appending their produced column to the input
data. The difference is that we use return semantic type hyper-parameter to configure
primitives to set https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Attribute seman-
tic type on every produced column. This means that every later supervised learning primitive
uses predictions of all prior supervised learning primitives as its attributes. The final learning
primitive is used to produce final predictions.
4.3 Reproducibility of pipelines
Control of side-effects and randomness, and full reproducibility is one of the design goals
of the framework. Having a pipeline produce same predictions every time is important for
successful metalearning. Otherwise unnecessary noise is added to the metalearning process.
Assuring complete reproducibility is hard, especially in a programming language like
Python, which allows side-effects and where many standard modules and 3rd party libraries
use global variables to influence their behavior.
Here we list some known issues and potential solutions to improve reproducibility.
• Python uses by default hash randomization which makes some built-in data structures
(e.g., set) have randomized structure. This is a security measure to prevent DoS
attacks but it can influence reproducibility because the order in which a data structure
is iterated over might change between executions of a pipeline.
In the implementation of the reference runtime and other framework’s components we
have ensured that the internal order of data structures never influences the behavior
of the program. But primitives can still depend on the internal order of data struc-
tures. Python allows disabling hash randomization by running with PYTHONHASHSEED
environment variable set.
• Moreover, computations on GPUs are inherently non-deterministic because of parallel
execution and limited precision of floating-point numbers.
It is possible to configure execution to use deterministic order of operations, but this
generally introduces performance penalty. While resulting numbers do change, we have
not observed drastic influences because of this: models still converge during training.
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• There are multiple global sources of randomness primitives could use: random,
numpy.random, tensorflow.random, etc. Seeding those global random generators once
does not really help in the context of AutoML systems where many pipelines are gen-
erally executed in parallel and the results of one pipeline should not depend on which
other pipelines are executed at the same time.
We try to mitigate this issue by discouraging the use of global random generators
and instead providing a safe alternative to primitive authors, together with guidelines.
Every primitive is provided with a random seed value as a constructor argument which
a primitive should use as a seed for all the randomness in the primitive. We suggest
to primitive authors to use this random seed to create a local instance of a random
generator which they can then use instead of a global random generator. The reference
runtime provides those random seeds to primitives in a deterministic manner.
• Primitives should keep any state inside its defined parameters. But in practice, espe-
cially when interacting with 3rd party libraries, using files is sometimes needed. This
can lead to reproducibility issues if care is not taken. At worst, different executions
of pipelines could influence each other. For example, if a primitive is storing files at
a fixed location, that location would become effectively a shared state between exe-
cutions of pipelines which include the same primitive. In practice, many primitives
would use files as a cache. They would download additional files the first time they
are initialized. While caching, if implemented properly, generally does not influence
differences to predictions produced by a pipeline when executed multiple times, it can
influence timing information of a pipeline execution. The same primitive given same
input data, hyper-parameters, random seed, on the same machine, could run longer
the first time because it is downloading additional files. This can introduce noise to
metamodels predicting how long a primitive will run.
To address this problem:
– We support defining static files as a primitive’s dependency in installation meta-
data. Runtime then provides paths to those static files through volumes argument
to the primitive’s constructor. Moreover, those dependencies are integrity pro-
tected to assure that static files do not change between pipeline executions. Ad-
ditional advantages of this approach are that there is no penalty when a primitive
is run for the first time and that additional files do not have to be downloaded
repeatedly, every time cached files gets deleted.
– Runtime provides temporary_directory constructor argument where a primitive
can store any files for the duration of the current pipeline run phase. Runtime
assures that the directory is unique for the primitive and that the directory is
automatically cleaned up after the current pipeline run phase finishes.
• Some primitives connect to the Internet or some other resources not controlled by the
runtime. Such primitives are inherently non-deterministic and reproducibility cannot
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be assured.
For these primitives, we provide pure primitive metadata flag which they should set
to false to annotate themselves as such.
• When a pipeline is loaded and references are de-referenced, it might happen that a
different version of a primitive, sub-pipeline, dataset, or problem description is available
on the system where a pipeline is being executed. Those differences can be detected
through mismatched digests. When this happens runtime can abort, or proceed with
pipeline execution. Mismatched digests can suggest an explanation if results of this
pipeline execution do not match expected results from the pipeline run which is being
reproduced.
Reproducibility is not an absolute notion and various levels of reproducibility have dif-
ferent costs, so costs should be compared with benefits we obtain and needs we have. Do
we want all pipelines to be reproducible forever? Or are we satisfied with reproduction of a
subset of pipelines inside one session on one machine? When a level of reproducibility is not
possible or its cost is prohibitive, the framework at least tries to provide information where is
the source of non-determinism. In addition to pure primitive metadata flag, pipeline and
pipeline run descriptions try to capture all relevant information for this to be deductible:
versions and digests of primitives, sub-pipelines, datasets, and problem descriptions involved
in pipeline execution, information about the environment in which the pipeline was executed,
like the hardware properties of the worker machine, metadata of all step outputs produced
during pipeline execution, etc.
4.4 Representation of neural networks
Primitives can internally use neural networks. But such implementation hides neural
network’s structure itself from an AutoML system, not allowing the AutoML system to
influence the structure to adapt it to data or problem.
A primitive could expose the structure in some way through a custom hyper-parameter,
e.g., as a list of number of neurons in hidden layers of the network. This has multiple
shortcomings:
• It still allows only the structure expressible through the hyper-parameter. For example,
a list of number of neurons cannot represent skip connections.
• A more complicated hyper-parameter might require a specialized language to describe
the structure. Such hyper-parameter might be tricky for an AutoML system to under-
stand and/or use.
• Even if a hyper-parameter could describe the structure, the contents of the structure
would still be limited. For example, only a fixed set of layer types could be used.
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NeuralNetworkModuleMixin primitive mixin allows defining primitives representing neural
network modules. These modules can be either single layers, or they can be blocks of layers.
The neural network can then be mapped to the pipeline structure, with neural network
module primitives being passed to followup modules through hyper-parameters. The whole
such neural network structure is then passed for the final time as a hyper-parameter to a
training primitive which then builds the internal representation of the neural network and
trains it.
Visual representation of an example pipeline of a neural network is available in Fig-
ure 4.5, and is available in YAML serialization format in Appendix L. Starting with the
convolution 2d primitive we can see a branch of the pipeline with primitives representing
a neural structure, together with skip connections. Some primitives have additional hyper-
parameters which can configure various aspects of that module, e.g., the number of units
in a dense layer. It is important to note that connections for this branch of the pipeline
do not represent data connections, but connections of primitives themselves. As mentioned
in Section 3.10, pipelines support connections where a primitive itself is passed to another
primitive as a hyper-parameter value and this is used here to represent the neural network
structure. The last primitive in the neural network is then passed to the model primitive
which then through it accesses the whole neural network structure and builds an internal
representation of the neural network it knows how to use. Another branch of the pipeline
contains regular data preprocessing primitives to prepare inputs for fitting.
This approach allows an AutoML system to directly control a neural network structure,
describing it as part of the pipeline itself. It allows defining skip connections and other special
cases in neural networks. Moreover, it uses hyper-parameters to configure the properties of
modules, allowing the AutoML system to tune them together with other hyper-parameters.
Because the ecosystem of primitives is open, this approach makes also neural network mod-
ules be part of this ecosystem, enabling changes to the set of available modules through
time.
A limitation of this approach is that all primitives in the neural network has to cor-
respond to the same underlying library for neural networks. The library is then used in
model primitive to build the internal and optimized representation of the neural network.
If a more general approach is needed, which allows mixing modules from different libraries,
the GradientCompositionalityMixin mixin can be used, at the expense of lower performance
because of the overhead of communicating through Python API while backpropagating be-
tween primitives.
4.5 Overhead
The framework is a layer of abstraction on top of existing ML libraries. It enables
powerful use of those diverse libraries for the purpose of AutoML, but as such it adds an
overhead over using those libraries directly. Moreover, the reference runtime is an interpreter
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for pipelines and does not compile or optimize their execution in any way. In this section we
investigate this overhead.
Python program Python pipeline Pipeline Linear pipeline
Run time (s) 0.069± 0.009 0.053± 0.005 0.300± 0.056 0.442± 0.038
Memory usage (KB) 5688± 84 5729± 131 7753± 245 10027± 655
Table 4.1: Run time and memory usage of example programs and pipelines.
In Table 4.1 we show results of running program from Figure 3.1, program from Figure 3.2,
pipeline from Appendix J, and pipeline from Appendix K. All programs and pipelines use the
same Thyroid disease dataset [48]. We ran each 10 times and averaged measurements. We
measured overall run time and memory usage during execution. We observe that framework’s
pipeline execution is an order of magnitude slower than execution of a Python program.
Memory usage of framework’s pipeline execution is twice that of a Python program.
Furthermore, we converted existing 231 ML programs in Python, done by ML experts,
into our framework’s pipelines. Those programs and pipelines use a wide range of datasets,
primarily from OpenML [49], with different properties and sizes. Moreover, programs and
pipelines themselves use a diverse set of ML libraries. As such we believe those programs and
pipelines represent a good sample of potential ML programs one would use our framework
for. We ran both original ML programs and pipelines 5 times and measured the average
time it took for them to be fitted on training data, to produce predictions on testing data,
and for predictions to be scored. The reason why we included scoring was because ML
programs include it, so we measured pipelines with scoring as well. Additional obstacle in
obtaining comparable measurements is that for pipelines we can get precise timing infor-
mation from pipeline run descriptions, while for ML programs we can readily obtain only
timing information of the whole Python process. To account for this, we measured average
Python interpreter’s startup time, including the time to import common ML libraries, and
subtracted this time (1.232 s) from measured execution times of ML programs.
Figure 4.6 shows averaged execution times for all 231 pairs. Each pair is represented as
two neighboring vertical lines, red for programs in Python and blue for pipelines. Average of
(average) execution times of all ML programs is 2.0 s, average of (average) execution times of
all pipelines is 33.9 s. We observe again that execution of pipelines is an order of magnitude
slower than execution of Python programs.
We explore some ideas for pipeline execution optimization in Section 5.6.
4.6 Use in AutoML systems
Our framework has been used by 10 research groups in their AutoML systems as part
of the Darpa D3M program [44]. They use different approaches to AutoML but use the
same set of primitives and output pipelines. As part of the program’s Winter 2019 Dry
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Figure 4.6: Averaged execution times of 231 ML programs in Python (red) and corresponding
pipelines (blue).
Run they were run against the same set of 48 datasets. Datasets are diverse: tabular data,
time-series data, graph data, images, audio, etc. Datasets have tasks associated with them:
classification, regression, forecasting, graph matching, link prediction, etc. Each system was
run for each dataset for one hour, producing zero or more pipelines per dataset. Those
pipelines were scored and the best of them (per each system and dataset combination) was
compared against a baseline: scores of expert-made ML programs for those same datasets.
Figure 4.7 shows the results. We can see that systems have managed to beat the baseline for
some datasets and for many datasets they have managed to produce working pipelines. Still
for many datasets they have not been able to produce any working pipeline, but for almost
all datasets at least one system managed to produce a working pipeline.
These results demonstrate that the framework can be used to describe both winning
pipelines and a diverse set of pipelines. Using the framework allows comparison of different
AutoML systems which can all use the same datasets, tasks, and primitives while focusing
on their own approaches to AutoML. Scoring is done in a consistent way across systems
and scores are reproducible. Moreover, all produced pipelines of all AutoML systems and
pipeline run descriptions recording all the details of running them and scoring them are stored
in a shared metalearning database, in a standard and machine consumable representation,
enabling metalearning from results of all AutoML systems.
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Figure 4.7: Results of running 10 AutoML systems on 48 datasets. Compared against
expert-made ML programs as a baseline.
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Chapter 5
Future work and conclusions
In this section we explore some of the broader issues related to AutoML which have we
discovered during our work on the framework. We discuss potential solutions, but leave them
to future work. At the end we provide conclusions of this work.
5.1 Evaluating pipelines on raw data
One of the promises of AutoML systems is that you should be able to give them any
data and they do automatically the whole ML workflow. The issue is what to do when this
data is raw data: provided as raw files without any additional (meta)information and not
already structured in common ways for ML. Our framework allows loading such data and
running it through a pipeline, but an AutoML system has to first know what the data even
is, how it is organized, and how to preprocess it, to determine how to construct the rest of
the pipeline. Assuming that an AutoML system is capable of constructing a pipeline for any
data, including raw data, it is still a challenge how can an AutoML system evaluate such a
pipeline during its search to determine the quality of the pipeline.
One way to evaluate the quality of the pipeline is for an AutoML system to split data into
training data and testing data, fit the pipeline on training data and then score the pipeline
using testing data. There are other ways to do it, but generally they all split data in some
way. When working with raw data it is unclear how to apply such an approach: you have to
preprocess the raw data to be able to split it, but you also want for preprocessing steps to
be evaluated as part of the pipeline as well. Otherwise they could introduce bias or artifacts
which could make the evaluation of the pipeline be invalid.
For example, imagine a preprocessing step which sets all values in a target column to
the same constant value. Building a model for such target column is trivial, splitting into
training and testing data after preprocessing and evaluating the pipeline (which does not
include this step) would show a perfect score, but when predictions would be compared with
real data, the results would be bad. If preprocessing steps are inside evaluation as well and
are part of the pipeline itself, such problematic preprocessing step would be detected.
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It is yet unclear how to address this chicken and egg problem.
5.2 Simplistic problem description
The problem description currently used in our framework and described in Section 3.12
can describe only a narrow set of ML problems: those which have one or more target columns.
It follows that this requires the dataset to have at least one tabular resource with known
metadata about columns. For some types of data this means that an artificial tabular
resource has to be created to define such a target column, which means modifying original
dataset. Moreover, a mapping of task types to such structure with a target column has to be
defined and supported by AutoML systems using our framework. This might be cumbersome
for some data types but it does not work at all for raw data, where such a target column
does not readily exist.
A better and more general problem descriptions should be defined. Maybe instead of
defining the problem in terms of standard ML tasks and target columns, we could describe
the problem by describing how data available during training looks like, how data available
during testing looks like, and how do predictions look like. Maybe the most general way to
do that is to provide sample training, testing, and predictions data, and leave to the AutoML
system to determine the rest. In a way this is already what we do at the primitive level, so
we could just do it at the “meta” AutoML level as well.
5.3 Data metafeatures
When building meta-models for AutoML systems it is common to represent in the met-
alearning dataset input data as metafeatures [1, 14, 34, 35, 37], as described in Chapter 1.
For this reason we have as part of standard metadata an extensive list of standardized
metafeature fields to describe various properties of data potentially useful for metalearning.
But they are all limited to tabular data with numeric, categorical, or textual attributes. In
the future, metafeatures to support image, audio, video, graph, time-series and other types
of data should be defined and added.
5.4 Pipeline metafeatures
Our framework provides a standard way to describe ML programs as pipelines. In Sec-
tion 4.2 we presented how many pipelines can be made into linear pipelines. The motivation
behind linear pipelines is that we believe they are simpler to integrate into meta-models, but
we can see pipeline linearization as a special case of a broader question of how to represent
any pipeline as a set of metafeatures to be used in meta-models. Especially when a pipeline
contains many branches and sub-pipelines. More work is needed to answer this.
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5.5 Pipeline validation
When searching a space of pipelines it is useful to know which ones are valid (would
execute without failure) and which one are not. Knowing this we can prune the search space
without having to execute a pipeline. In programming languages such validation is often
done through type checking of the program. In early versions of the framework we defined
an extensible validation interface for pipelines, modeled after type checking. Every primitive
could define or extend a can_accept method which would be given input metadata object
(instead of input data object) and if primitive could operate on data with such metadata,
the method should return a new metadata object corresponding to primitive’s output given
input metadata. The idea was that one could simulate execution of a pipeline but instead
of operating on data they would operate on (cheaper) metadata. In this idea the metadata
could be seen as a generalization of typing information.
In practice this has not worked out. Implementing can_accept method correctly turned out
to be hard. The behavior had to exactly match the behavior of the primitive when operating
on data. Often implementing can_accept method meant implementing the primitive twice.
Once for data and once for metadata. Having just input metadata available has shown to
not be enough to construct a reasonable output metadata object, which lead to degradation
of metadata quality with every step. If any primitive in a pipeline has not implemented the
method well, the whole validation process failed.
Instead, future work could explore an approach where input data is sampled into quick
to execute data sample and pipeline validation can be done by pipeline execution using this
sample instead of full input data. In this way the same code path in primitives is used
both for validation and full execution, addressing all the issues with can_accept method we
observed.
5.6 Pipeline execution optimization
In Section 4.5 we showed how current implementation of the reference runtime is an
order of magnitude slower and consumes twice as much memory as running an ML program
directly. The reference runtime is currently an interpreter for pipelines and does not compile
or optimize their execution in any way. It does not run segments of a pipeline in parallel,
even if they are independent from each other. There are other known inefficiencies. Every
primitive currently has to copy input values before modifying them and returning them, to
simulate immutability of input values. This is costly and often unnecessary (when the same
input value is not passed to any other primitive), but primitives have to do it just in case.
Primitives have to maintain metadata and keep it up-to-date with data modifications. For
large data and many modifications, metadata can also be large and require many changes.
This is something ML programs do not do.
Pipeline execution could be optimized by running independent segments of pipelines in
parallel (determining independent segments is trivial in our framework) and improve handling
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of input values immutability. Metadata implementation itself could be further optimized for
memory use and performance.
5.7 Conclusions
In this work, we addressed the challenge of representing ML programs for metalearning
purposes with the end goal of improving AutoML systems that use metalearning. Moreover,
this standard representation facilitates better comparison of different AutoML systems by
allowing us to compare the approaches used by those systems, not just comparing their
predictions. To this end we have designed and implemented this framework for ML pipelines.
Throughout our work, we explained how our framework satisfies the design goals laid out
in Section 3.1. In particular:
• The framework allows existing ML programs to be described as pipelines while exposing
just critical parts of the program’s logic. We show this by converting existing 231 ML
programs in Python into our framework’s pipelines, as described in Section 4.5.
• We presented our dataset container type to support operating on raw files. This
container type wraps raw files to serve as the input value to standard pipelines.
• We show how 10 AutoML systems are using our framework to generate comparable
pipelines in Section 4.6.
• Throughout the description of the framework in Chapter 3, we demonstrated that the
framework’s components are decoupled and how framework itself is extensible.
• In Section 4.3 we explain how our framework addresses the issue of reproducibility.
In Chapter 4, we discussed various implications and extensions of the framework as
designed and implemented. We presented standard and linear pipelines. In particular, we
showed how to represent neural network programs as pipelines. We measured the overhead
of using the framework and presented the results of comparing 10 AutoML systems, which
use the framework, to each other. The results showed that the framework can be used both
to describe a diverse set of ML programs and to determine unambiguously which AutoML
system produced the best ML programs.
At the end, we noted the necessary future work on the framework itself, offering sugges-
tions for improving current pipeline execution overhead, and potential research directions.
While the framework supports operating on raw data, it is yet unclear how to evaluate
AutoML systems and even just ML programs when input is raw data. Moreover, problem
description currently depends on some structure to the data and cannot be used with raw
data either. Similarly, existing work on metafeatures is limited to well structured tabular
data and will need to be expanded to other problem and data types.
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All the components of the framework, including its pipeline representation, are building
blocks for existing and future AutoML research. They bring closer automatic generation
and consumption of reproducible ML programs. This enables not just better comparison of
existing AutoML systems but better future AutoML systems as well.
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Appendix A
Terminology
In this work we use the following terminology:
framework The framework for ML pipelines that AutoML systems can directly consume
and produce. See Chapter 3.
pipeline An ML program described using the framework.
pipeline run description A standard way of recording detailed information about the
execution of a pipeline. See Section 3.15.
pipeline description Pipeline’s standard representation. See Section 3.3.
primitive A basic building block of a pipeline. See Section 3.4.
pipeline template A partially defined pipeline. A pipeline with at least one placeholder
step.
learnable function A primitive represents a learnable function. A function which does not
have its logic necessarily defined in advance, but can learn it given example inputs and
outputs. See Section 3.4.
primitive interface Implementation of required methods of a primitive. See Section 3.5.
primitive argument All arguments to all methods of a primitive are primitives arguments.
primitive input Primitive arguments together with all hyper-parameters are seen as inputs
to the primitive as a whole, primitive inputs.
data reference A data reference is a string representing available data sources in a pipeline.
See Section 3.8.
hyper-parameters configuration A mapping between hyper-parameter names and
hyper-parameter definitions. See Section 3.6.
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hyper-parameter definition An instance of a Python class and among other properties
defines hyper-parameter space.
hyper-parameter space Valid values a hyper-parameter can take.
metadata A series of (selector,metadata entry) pairs representing all metadata associated
with a value. See Section 3.9.
selector A selector matches in a general way a subset of data, a scope, for which a metadata
entry applies.
segment A selector consists of a series of segments, in the order of dimensions in the data
structure, across contained (nested) data types.
metadata entry A mapping between metadata fields and metadata values.
metadata field A name of the field of a metadata entry. Many field names are standardized.
metadata value An immutable value associated with the metadata field. Standardized
field names have their values standardized as well.
structural type How the value is represented in memory. A Python type.
semantic type What is the meaning or use of the value. Represented as a URI.
fit-produce A standard execution semantics of pipelines. See Section 3.10.
standard pipeline A standard pipeline has as the pipeline inputs one (or more, but of-
ten only one) Dataset objects and should return a DataFrame with predictions. See
Section 4.1.
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Appendix B
Pipeline description
Full JSON Schema of pipeline description is available at its canonical location at:
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/schemas/v0/pipeline.json.
The following is the list of standardized top-level fields and their descriptions:
created A timestamp.
description A natural language description in an unspecified language.
digest A SHA256 hexadecimal digest of value’s content. It is a digest of the canonical
JSON-serialization of the structure, without the digest field itself.
id A static id. It should never change for a given value, even if the value itself is changing.
If possible, it should be a UUID generated in any way, but if there is an existing id
available, it can be reused.
inputs Inputs to a pipeline. The order of inputs matter. Inputs are references by steps
using a data reference.
name A human readable name in an unspecified language or format.
other names Any other names associated with the value.
outputs Outputs from a pipeline. The order of outputs matter. Each output references an
output of a step and in this way makes that step output a pipeline output as well.
schema A URI representing a metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org schema and version to
which metadata conforms.
source Information about the source. Author and other information on how the value came
to be.
steps Steps defining pipeline’s logic.
users A list of users associated with the value.
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Problem description
Full JSON Schema of problem description is available at its canonical location at:
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/schemas/v0/problem.json.
The following is the list of standardized top-level fields and their descriptions:
data augmentation Information about internal or external sources of data that can be
used to address the challenge of data augmentation.
description A natural language description in an unspecified language.
digest A SHA256 hexadecimal digest of value’s content. It is a digest of the canonical
JSON-serialization of the structure, without the digest field itself.
id A static id. It should never change for a given value, even if the value itself is changing.
If possible, it should be a UUID generated in any way, but if there is an existing id
available, it can be reused.
inputs A list describing input datasets for the problem and associated targets. This list
should match the list of inputs to a solution pipeline, in order.
location uris A list of URIs where the value is stored.
name A human readable name in an unspecified language or format.
other names Any other names associated with the value.
problem Metadata describing performance metrics to optimize for, and task type and sub-
type categories of the problem.
schema A URI representing a metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org schema and version to
which metadata conforms.
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version A string representing a version. Versions can be PEP 440 version strings or a
SHA256 hexadecimal digest of value’s content, if applicable. In the former case they
are compared according to PEP 440 rules.
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Primitive metadata
Full JSON Schema for primitive metadata is available at its canonical location at:
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/schemas/v0/primitive.json.
The following is the list of standardized metadata top-level fields and their descriptions:
algorithm types Algorithm type describes the underlying implementation of the primi-
tive. It uses controlled, standardized, but open vocabulary which can be extended by
request.
description A natural language description in an unspecified language.
digest A SHA256 hexadecimal digest of value’s content. It is a digest of id and installation
metadata.
effects A set of postconditions obtained by the data processed by this primitive. For ex-
ample, a primitive may remove missing values.
hyperparams to tune A list containing the significant hyper-parameter names of a prim-
itive that should be tuned (for prioritizing hyper-parameter tuning). For instance, if
a primitive has 10 hyper-parameters, this metadata may be used to specify the two or
three that affect the results the most.
id A static id. It should never change for a given value, even if the value itself is changing.
For example, all versions of the same primitive should have the same id. If possible, it
should be a UUID generated in any way, but if there is an existing id available, it can
be reused.
installation Installation instructions for a primitive. Everything listed has to be installed,
in order listed, for a primitive to work.
keywords A list of keywords. Strings in an unspecified language and vocabulary.
location uris A list of URIs where the value is stored.
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model features A set of features supported by an underlying model of a primitive.
name A human readable name in an unspecified language or format.
original python path A fully-qualified Python path to primitive’s class inside installable
package and not one under the d3m.primitives namespace.
other names Any other names associated with the value.
preconditions A set of requirements for the data given as an input to this primitive. For
example, a primitive may not be able to handle data with missing values.
primitive code Metadata describing the primitive’s code.
primitive family Primitive family describes the high-level purpose/nature of the primitive.
Only one value per primitive is possible.
pure primitive Does a primitive behave as a pure function. Are produced values always
the same for same hyper-parameter values, arguments, random seed, and method calls
made, including the order of method calls? Are there no side effects (mutations of
state outside of primitive’s internal state) when running the primitive? If primitive
is connecting to the Internet or some other resources not controlled by the runtime,
then primitive is not pure. If primitive caches files during execution, then primitive
is pure despite modifying more than primitive’s internal state, given that caching is
implemented so that it does not leak information between different runs of a primitive.
python path A fully-qualified Python path to primitive’s class under the d3m.primitives
namespace.
schema A URI representing a metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org schema and version to
which metadata conforms.
source Information about the source. Author and other information on how the value came
to be.
structural type A Python type.
supported media types Which media types a primitive knows how to manipulate.
version A string representing a version. Versions can be PEP 440 version strings or a
SHA256 hexadecimal digest of value’s content, if applicable. In the former case they
are compared according to PEP 440 rules.
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Container metadata
Full JSON Schema for container metadata is available at its canonical location at:
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/schemas/v0/container.json.
The following is the list of standardized metadata top-level fields and their descriptions:
approximate stored size Approximate size in bytes when or if stored to disk.
data metafeatures Computed metafeatures over data. Some metafeatures can apply both
at the container (dataset) or internal data levels (resource, table, column).
description A natural language description in an unspecified language.
digest A SHA256 hexadecimal digest of value’s content. For datasets is digest over all files.
dimension Metadata for the dimension (e.g., rows and columns).
id A static id. It should never change for a given value, even if the value itself is changing.
If possible, it should be a UUID generated in any way, but if there is an existing id
available, it can be reused.
keywords A list of keywords. Strings in an unspecified language and vocabulary.
location uris A list of URIs where the value is stored.
name A human readable name in an unspecified language or format.
other names Any other names associated with the value.
schema A URI representing a metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org schema and version to
which metadata conforms.
semantic types A list of canonical URIs defining semantic types.
source Information about the source. Author and other information on how the value came
to be.
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stored size Size in bytes when or if stored to disk.
structural type A Python type.
version A string representing a version. Versions can be PEP 440 version strings or a
SHA256 hexadecimal digest of value’s content, if applicable. In the former case they
are compared according to PEP 440 rules.
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Data metadata
Full JSON Schema for data metadata is available at its canonical location at:
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/schemas/v0/data.json.
The following is the list of standardized metadata top-level fields and their descriptions:
boundary for A column in a table can be a boundary for another column in the same table
or a table in another dataset resource.
data metafeatures Computed metafeatures over data. Some metafeatures can apply both
at the container (dataset) or internal data levels (resource, table, column).
description A natural language description in an unspecified language.
dimension Metadata for the dimension (e.g., rows and columns).
file columns When the value is referencing a file with columns (e.g., a CSV file), columns
metadata might be known in advance.
foreign key Columns in a table in a dataset resource can reference other resources.
keywords A list of keywords. Strings in an unspecified language and vocabulary.
location base uris A list of URIs which can be used as a base to determine where the
value is stored.
media types Media type of the value in its extended form defining encoding, e.g.,
text/plain; charset=utf-8.
name A human readable name in an unspecified language or format.
other names Any other names associated with the value.
sampling rate Sampling rate (frequency) is the number of samples per second.
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semantic types A list of canonical URIs defining semantic types.
source Information about the source. Author and other information on how the value came
to be.
stored size Size in bytes when or if stored to disk.
structural type A Python type.
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Semantic types
Commonly used canonical URIs for semantic types are listed as possible values here, but
any URI representing a semantic type can be used:
http://schema.org/address Value is an address, broadly defined.
http://schema.org/addressCountry Value is a country code.
http://schema.org/AudioObject Value is an audio clip.
http://schema.org/Boolean Value represents a boolean.
http://schema.org/City Value is a city, could be US or foreign.
http://schema.org/Country Value is a country.
http://schema.org/DateTime Value represents a timestamp.
http://schema.org/email Value is an email address.
http://schema.org/Float Value represents a float.
http://schema.org/ImageObject Value is an image.
http://schema.org/Integer Value represents an integer.
http://schema.org/latitude Value represents a latitude.
http://schema.org/longitude Value represents a longitude.
http://schema.org/postalCode Value is a US postal code.
http://schema.org/State Value is a state, could be US or foreign.
http://schema.org/Text Value is text/string.
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http://schema.org/URL Value represents a URL.
http://schema.org/VideoObject Value is a video.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/AmericanPhoneNumber
Value can be recognized as an American style phone number, e.g., (310)822-1511 and
1-310-822-1511.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Attribute
Value serves as an attribute (input feature) to fit on or be used for analysis.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Boundary
Value represents a boundary.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/BoundingPolygon
Value represents a bounding polygon as a series of (X, Y) coordinate pairs of vertices
in counter-clockwise order.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/CategoricalData
Value represents categorical data.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/ChoiceParameter
Hyper-parameter is selecting one choice among multiple hyper-parameters space
choices.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/ColumnRole
A column can have a role in a table.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Confidence
Value serves as a confidence of a predicted target variable. confidence_for metadata
can be used to reference for which target column(s) this column is confidence for.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/ConstructedAttribute
Value serves as a constructed attribute (input feature). This is set by primitives when
constructing attributes. It should not be used for fitting.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/ControlParameter
Hyper-parameter is a control parameter of the primitive.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/CPUResourcesUseParameter
Hyper-parameter is a parameter which controls the use of CPU resources (cores) by
the primitive.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/DatasetEntryPoint
Resource is a dataset entry point.
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https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/DatasetResource
Value is a dataset resource.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/DimensionType
Value represents a dimension.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/DirectedEdgeSource
Value serves as a source of a directed graph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/DirectedEdgeTarget
Value serves as a target of a directed graph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/EdgeList
Value is an edge list of a graph structure.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/EdgeSource
Value serves as a source of a graph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/EdgeTarget
Value serves as a target of a graph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/FileName
Value is a filename.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/FilesCollection
Resource is a files collection.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/FloatVector
Value represents a vector of floats.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/GeoJSON
Value represents a GeoJSON object.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/GPUResourcesUseParameter
Hyper-parameter is a parameter which controls the use of GPU resources by the prim-
itive.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Graph
Value is a graph structure or a node list of a graph structure.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/GroupingKey
Value serves as an active grouping key to group rows (samples) together. Used in time-
series datasets containing multiple time-series to identify individual time-series. Each
column with this semantic type should be used individually and if multiple columns
with this semantic type exist, each column represents a different grouping.
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https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/HyperParameter
Value is a hyper-parameter.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/InstanceWeight
Value serves as a weight for an instance.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Interval
Value represents an interval as a pair of start and end.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/IntervalEnd
Value represents an end of an interval.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/IntervalStart
Value represents a start of an interval.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/InvalidData
Value is present, but is invalid.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/JSON
Value represents a JSON object.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Location
Value represents a location.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/MetafeatureParameter
Hyper-parameter controls which meta-feature is computed by the primitive.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/MissingData
Value is missing.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/MultiEdgeSource
Value serves as a source of a multigraph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/MultiEdgeTarget
Value serves as a target of a multigraph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/OrdinalData
Value represents ordinal data.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/PredictedTarget
Value serves as a predict target variable for a problem. This is set by primitives when
predicting targets.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/PrimaryKey
Value serves as a primary key.
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https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/PrimaryMultiKey
Value serves as a primary key without uniqueness constraint to allow the same row to
be repeated multiple times.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/PrivilegedData
Value serves as a privileged (available during fitting but not producing) attribute.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/RedactedPrivilegedData
Value is redacted, but would otherwise be a privileged attribute.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/RedactedTarget
Value is redacted, but would otherwise be a target variable for a problem. This is a
property of input data.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/ResourcesUseParameter
Hyper-parameter is a parameter which controls the use of resources by the primitive.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Score
Value is a prediction score computed by comparing predicted and true target.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/SimpleEdgeSource
Value serves as a source of a simple graph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/SimpleEdgeTarget
Value serves as a target of a simple graph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Speech
Value is an audio clip of human speech.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/SuggestedGroupingKey
Value serves as a potential grouping key to group rows (samples) together. Used in
time-series datasets containing multiple time-series to hint how to identify individual
time-series. If there are multiple columns with this semantic type the relation between
them is unspecified, they can be used individually or in combination.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/SuggestedPrivilegedData
Value serves as a potential privileged (available during fitting but not producing) at-
tribute.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/SuggestedTarget
Value serves as a potential target variable for a problem. This is a property of input
data.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Table
Value is tabular data.
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https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/TabularColumn
Value is a column in tabular data.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/TabularRow
Value is a row in tabular data.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Target
Value serves as a target variable for a problem.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Time
Value represents time.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Timeseries
Value is time-series data.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/TrueTarget
Value serves as a true target variable for a problem. This is set by a runtime based on
problem description.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/TuningParameter
Hyper-parameter is a tuning parameter of the primitive.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/UndirectedEdgeSource
Value serves as a source of an undirected graph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/UndirectedEdgeTarget
Value serves as a target of an undirected graph edge.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/UniqueKey
Value serves as an unique key, i.e., it satisfies the uniqueness constraint among other
values.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/UnknownType
It is not known what the value represents.
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/UnspecifiedStructure
Value has unspecified structure.
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Hyper-parameter base classes
We provide standard hyper-parameter definition base classes:
Hyperparameter(structural type, default, semantic types, description)
A base hyper-parameter class does not provide any information about the space of the
hyper-parameter, besides a default value. It can be defined over any structural type.
Primitive(structural type, default, primitive families, algorithm types,
produce methods, semantic types, description)
A hyper-parameter describing a primitive or primitives. Matching primitives are de-
termined based on their structural type (a matching primitive has to be an instance
or a subclass of the structural type), their primitive’s family (a matching primitive’s
family has to be among those listed in the hyper-parameter), their algorithm types (a
matching primitive has to implement at least one of the listed in the hyper-parameter),
and produce methods provided (a matching primitive has to provide all of the listed
in the hyper-parameter).
Constant(structural type, default, semantic types, description)
A hyper-parameter that represents a constant default value.
Bounded(structural type, default, lower, upper, lower inclusive,
upper inclusive, semantic types, description)
A hyper-parameter with lower and upper bounds, but no other information about the
distribution of the space of the hyper-parameter, besides a default value.
Enumeration(structural type, values, default, semantic types, description)
A hyper-parameter with a value drawn uniformly from a list of values.
UniformBool(default, semantic types, description)
A boolean hyper-parameter with a value drawn uniformly from true and false values.
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UniformInt(default, lower, upper, lower inclusive, upper inclusive,
semantic types, description)
An integer hyper-parameter with a value drawn uniformly from the interval.
Uniform(default, lower, upper, lower inclusive, upper inclusive, q,
semantic types, description)
A floating number hyper-parameter with a value drawn uniformly from the in-
terval. If q argument is provided, then the value is drawn according to
round(uniform(lower, upper)/q) · q.
LogUniform(default, lower, upper, lower inclusive, upper inclusive, q,
semantic types, description)
A floating number hyper-parameter with a value drawn from the interval according
to exp(uniform(log(lower), log(upper))) If q argument is provided, then the value is
drawn according to round(exp(uniform(log(lower), log(upper)))/q) · q.
Normal(default, mu, sigma, q, semantic types, description)
A floating number hyper-parameter with a value drawn normally distributed according
to mu and sigma arguments. If q argument is provided, then the value is drawn
according to round(normal(mu, sigma)/q) · q.
LogNormal(default, mu, sigma, q, semantic types, description)
A floating number hyper-parameter with a value drawn according to exp(normal(mu, sigma))
so that the logarithm of the value is normally distributed. If q argument is provided,
then the value is drawn according to round(exp(normal(mu, sigma))/q) · q.
Union(structural type, configuration, default, semantic types, description)
A hyper-parameter which combines multiple other hyper-parameters and creates a
union of their hyper-parameter spaces. This is useful when a hyper-parameter has mul-
tiple modalities and each modality can be described with a different hyper-parameter.
No relation or probability distribution between modalities is prescribed.
Choice(choices, default, semantic types, description)
A hyper-parameter which combines multiple hyper-parameter configurations into one
hyper-parameter. This is useful when a combination of hyper-parameters should exist
together. Then such combinations can be made each into one choice. No relation or
probability distribution between choices is prescribed. This is similar to Union hyper-
parameter that it combines hyper-parameters, but Choice combines configurations of
multiple hyper-parameters, while Union combines individual hyper-parameters.
Set(structural type, elements, min size, max size, default, semantic types,
description)
A hyper-parameter which samples without replacement multiple times another hyper-
parameter or hyper-parameters configuration. This is useful when a primitive is inter-
ested in more than one value of a hyper-parameter or hyper-parameters configuration.
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The order of elements does not matter (two different orders of same elements represent
the same value), but order is meaningful and preserved to assure reproducibility.
SortedSet(structural type, elements, min size, max size, ascending, default,
semantic types, description)
Similar to Set hyper-parameter, but elements of values are required to be sorted.
List(structural type, elements, min size, max size, default, semantic types,
description)
A hyper-parameter which samples with replacement multiple times another hyper-
parameter or hyper-parameters configuration. This is useful when a primitive is inter-
ested in more than one value of a hyper-parameter or hyper-parameters configuration.
The order of elements matters and is preserved but is not prescribed.
SortedList(structural type, elements, min size, max size, default,
semantic types, description)
Similar to List hyper-parameter, but elements of values are required to be sorted.
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Pipeline run description
Full JSON Schema of pipeline run description is available at its canonical location at:
https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/schemas/v0/pipeline_run.json.
The following is the list of standardized top-level fields and their descriptions:
context Context in which a pipeline was run.
datasets A list of input datasets. The order matters because it is mapped to pipeline
inputs.
end Absolute timestamp of the end of the run of the pipeline.
environment A description of the runtime environment, including engine versions, Docker
images, compute resources, and benchmarks.
id An UUIDv5 id is computed by using UUID namespace 8614b2cc-89ef-498e-9254-833233b3959b
and JSON-serialized contents of the document without the id field for UUID name.
pipeline A pipeline associated with this pipeline run.
previous pipeline run References a pipeline run that occurred immediately before this
pipeline run. Used for reproducibility, for example a test run would reference the train
run. If it is not provided, it indicates the first pipeline run.
problem A problem description associated with this pipeline run.
random seed The main random seed used to run the pipeline.
run How a pipeline was run and corresponding results and scores.
schema A URI representing a metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org schema and version to
which metadata conforms.
start Absolute timestamp of the start of the run of the pipeline.
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status Indicates whether a pipeline, or some portion of it, ran successfully. May include a
message with more details about the status.
steps All of the steps invoked in the pipeline run. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between this array and the steps in the pipeline.
users A list of users associated with the value.
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Example pipeline
An example pipeline. It is logically equivalent to the ML program in Figure 3.1. It
is in YAML serialization format which supports inline comments. A corresponding visual
representation of the example pipeline is available in Figure 3.5. The example pipeline is
described in more detail in Section 3.11.
1 id: 0a382f70-e4f3-4e03-b99b-e6e1bee86d66
2 schema: https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/schemas/v0/pipeline.json
3 digest: 6ad90ccf5eafb899fa2da8f595163611cd06fce1cba5998d80e811709228bd2a
4 source:
5 name: Mitar
6 created: ’2019-06-18T00:13:00.992902Z’
7 name: Sick dataset pipeline
8 description: |-
9 A simple pipeline which runs on Sick dataset.
10 inputs:
11 - name: input dataset
12 outputs:
13 - data: steps.10.produce
14 name: predictions
15 steps:
16 # Step 0. Convert input Dataset to a DataFrame
17 # (there is only one tabular resource in Dataset).
18 - type: PRIMITIVE
19 primitive:
20 id: 4b42ce1e-9b98-4a25-b68e-fad13311eb65
21 version: 0.3.0
22 python_path: |-
23 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.dataset_to_dataframe.Common
24 name: Extract a DataFrame from a Dataset
25 digest: 458a82145751686619d331a0d15cecb28d6c9f5eeb9450b9ebccf83a0ece49fd
26 arguments:
27 inputs:
28 type: CONTAINER
29 data: inputs.0
30 outputs:
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31 - id: produce
32 # Step 1. Extract attributes.
33 - type: PRIMITIVE
34 primitive:
35 id: 4503a4c6-42f7-45a1-a1d4-ed69699cf5e1
36 version: 0.3.0
37 python_path: |-
38 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.extract_columns_by_semantic_types.Common
39 name: Extracts columns by semantic type
40 digest: ead1ae24b4da1b6f547e99863347b061dcef80028ac3ff89e37d2bf9d1c5af2f
41 arguments:
42 inputs:
43 type: CONTAINER
44 data: steps.0.produce
45 outputs:
46 - id: produce
47 hyperparams:
48 semantic_types:
49 type: VALUE
50 data:
51 - https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/Attribute
52 # Step 2. Extract numerical attributes.
53 - type: PRIMITIVE
54 primitive:
55 id: 4503a4c6-42f7-45a1-a1d4-ed69699cf5e1
56 version: 0.3.0
57 python_path: |-
58 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.extract_columns_by_semantic_types.Common
59 name: Extracts columns by semantic type
60 digest: ead1ae24b4da1b6f547e99863347b061dcef80028ac3ff89e37d2bf9d1c5af2f
61 arguments:
62 inputs:
63 type: CONTAINER
64 data: steps.1.produce
65 outputs:
66 - id: produce
67 hyperparams:
68 semantic_types:
69 type: VALUE
70 data:
71 - https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/CategoricalData
72 negate:
73 type: VALUE
74 data: true
75 # Step 3. Extract categorical attributes.
76 - type: PRIMITIVE
77 primitive:
78 id: 4503a4c6-42f7-45a1-a1d4-ed69699cf5e1
79 version: 0.3.0
80 python_path: |-
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81 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.extract_columns_by_semantic_types.Common
82 name: Extracts columns by semantic type
83 digest: ead1ae24b4da1b6f547e99863347b061dcef80028ac3ff89e37d2bf9d1c5af2f
84 arguments:
85 inputs:
86 type: CONTAINER
87 data: steps.1.produce
88 outputs:
89 - id: produce
90 hyperparams:
91 semantic_types:
92 type: VALUE
93 data:
94 - https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/CategoricalData
95 # Step 4. Extract target.
96 - type: PRIMITIVE
97 primitive:
98 id: 4503a4c6-42f7-45a1-a1d4-ed69699cf5e1
99 version: 0.3.0
100 python_path: |-
101 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.extract_columns_by_semantic_types.Common
102 name: Extracts columns by semantic type
103 digest: ead1ae24b4da1b6f547e99863347b061dcef80028ac3ff89e37d2bf9d1c5af2f
104 arguments:
105 inputs:
106 type: CONTAINER
107 data: steps.0.produce
108 outputs:
109 - id: produce
110 hyperparams:
111 semantic_types:
112 type: VALUE
113 data:
114 - https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/types/TrueTarget
115 # Step 5. Parse numerical attributes.
116 - type: PRIMITIVE
117 primitive:
118 id: d510cb7a-1782-4f51-b44c-58f0236e47c7
119 version: 0.5.0
120 python_path: |-
121 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.column_parser.Common
122 name: Parses strings into their types
123 digest: 14723622d623237138acbbc8b1a8652afd4da72b370ccf11f872502139987f37
124 arguments:
125 inputs:
126 type: CONTAINER
127 data: steps.2.produce
128 outputs:
129 - id: produce
130 # Step 6. Impute numerical attributes.
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131 - type: PRIMITIVE
132 primitive:
133 id: d016df89-de62-3c53-87ed-c06bb6a23cde
134 version: 2019.6.7
135 python_path: |-
136 d3m.primitives.data_cleaning.imputer.SKlearn
137 name: sklearn.impute.SimpleImputer
138 digest: 4da1eb6ad85ae67702c565fc5f107eb3acf94acb7f109b031615131df6aa1328
139 arguments:
140 inputs:
141 type: CONTAINER
142 data: steps.5.produce
143 outputs:
144 - id: produce
145 # Step 7. Encode categorical attributes.
146 - type: PRIMITIVE
147 primitive:
148 id: a048aaa7-4475-3834-b739-de3105ec7217
149 version: 2019.6.7
150 python_path: |-
151 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.ordinal_encoder.SKlearn
152 name: sklearn.preprocessing._encoders.OrdinalEncoder
153 digest: 0d96119f490e1b0997922c78de9bc1897c3f37a77efc5914580ad7ab27d0bd9e
154 arguments:
155 inputs:
156 type: CONTAINER
157 data: steps.3.produce
158 outputs:
159 - id: produce
160 # Step 8. Concatenate attributes.
161 - type: PRIMITIVE
162 primitive:
163 id: aff6a77a-faa0-41c5-9595-de2e7f7c4760
164 version: 0.2.0
165 python_path: |-
166 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.horizontal_concat.DataFrameCommon
167 name: Concatenate two dataframes
168 digest: 9fe4316defd76f2699d85547223bd7bd069d30fe6720c668c0fd2b2eb7ef0223
169 arguments:
170 left:
171 type: CONTAINER
172 data: steps.7.produce
173 right:
174 type: CONTAINER
175 data: steps.6.produce
176 outputs:
177 - id: produce
178 # Step 9. Random forest.
179 - type: PRIMITIVE
180 primitive:
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181 id: 1dd82833-5692-39cb-84fb-2455683075f3
182 version: 2019.6.7
183 python_path: |-
184 d3m.primitives.classification.random_forest.SKlearn
185 name: sklearn.ensemble.forest.RandomForestClassifier
186 digest: 827f301cbff659371471def6f86f200b43497298937ed868eb630984560709c3
187 arguments:
188 inputs:
189 type: CONTAINER
190 data: steps.8.produce
191 outputs:
192 type: CONTAINER
193 data: steps.4.produce
194 outputs:
195 - id: produce
196 # Step 10. Restore row indices.
197 - type: PRIMITIVE
198 primitive:
199 id: 8d38b340-f83f-4877-baaa-162f8e551736
200 version: 0.3.0
201 python_path: |-
202 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.construct_predictions.Common
203 name: Construct pipeline predictions output
204 digest: 9d1ecd3c3172cad6a49e1d89a9a7f1a531cb1e5bab40db5cca1b40160155e519
205 arguments:
206 inputs:
207 type: CONTAINER
208 data: steps.9.produce
209 reference:
210 type: CONTAINER
211 data: steps.0.produce
212 outputs:
213 - id: produce
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Appendix K
Example linear pipeline
An example linear pipeline. It is logically equivalent to the pipeline in Appendix J. A
corresponding visual representation of the example linear pipeline is available in Figure 4.4.
Linear pipelines are described in Section 4.2.
1 id: fe8a6192-51dc-42d4-8de2-3e6d530b73d7
2 schema: https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/schemas/v0/pipeline.json
3 digest: a0daf1e95c9c1570ce16b9f369e49f3e56d3b1a271bf909bb29df6c6a0928442
4 source:
5 name: Mitar
6 created: ’2019-06-18T15:09:18.283219Z’
7 name: Sick dataset linear pipeline
8 description: |-
9 A linear pipeline which runs on Sick dataset.
10 inputs:
11 - name: input dataset
12 outputs:
13 - data: steps.4.produce
14 name: predictions
15 steps:
16 # Step 0. Convert input Dataset to a DataFrame
17 # (there is only one tabular resource in Dataset).
18 - type: PRIMITIVE
19 primitive:
20 id: 4b42ce1e-9b98-4a25-b68e-fad13311eb65
21 version: 0.3.0
22 python_path: |-
23 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.dataset_to_dataframe.Common
24 name: Extract a DataFrame from a Dataset
25 digest: 458a82145751686619d331a0d15cecb28d6c9f5eeb9450b9ebccf83a0ece49fd
26 arguments:
27 inputs:
28 type: CONTAINER
29 data: inputs.0
30 outputs:
31 - id: produce
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32 # Step 1. Encode categorical attributes.
33 - type: PRIMITIVE
34 primitive:
35 id: a048aaa7-4475-3834-b739-de3105ec7217
36 version: 2019.6.7
37 python_path: |-
38 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.ordinal_encoder.SKlearn
39 name: sklearn.preprocessing._encoders.OrdinalEncoder
40 digest: 0d96119f490e1b0997922c78de9bc1897c3f37a77efc5914580ad7ab27d0bd9e
41 arguments:
42 inputs:
43 type: CONTAINER
44 data: steps.0.produce
45 outputs:
46 - id: produce
47 hyperparams:
48 use_semantic_types:
49 type: VALUE
50 data: true
51 return_result:
52 type: VALUE
53 data: replace
54 # Step 2. Parse numerical columns.
55 - type: PRIMITIVE
56 primitive:
57 id: d510cb7a-1782-4f51-b44c-58f0236e47c7
58 version: 0.5.0
59 python_path: |-
60 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.column_parser.Common
61 name: Parses strings into their types
62 digest: 14723622d623237138acbbc8b1a8652afd4da72b370ccf11f872502139987f37
63 arguments:
64 inputs:
65 type: CONTAINER
66 data: steps.1.produce
67 outputs:
68 - id: produce
69 # Step 3. Impute numerical attributes.
70 - type: PRIMITIVE
71 primitive:
72 id: d016df89-de62-3c53-87ed-c06bb6a23cde
73 version: 2019.6.7
74 python_path: |-
75 d3m.primitives.data_cleaning.imputer.SKlearn
76 name: sklearn.impute.SimpleImputer
77 digest: 4da1eb6ad85ae67702c565fc5f107eb3acf94acb7f109b031615131df6aa1328
78 arguments:
79 inputs:
80 type: CONTAINER
81 data: steps.2.produce
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82 outputs:
83 - id: produce
84 hyperparams:
85 use_semantic_types:
86 type: VALUE
87 data: true
88 return_result:
89 type: VALUE
90 data: replace
91 # Step 4. Random forest.
92 - type: PRIMITIVE
93 primitive:
94 id: 1dd82833-5692-39cb-84fb-2455683075f3
95 version: 2019.6.7
96 python_path: |-
97 d3m.primitives.classification.random_forest.SKlearn
98 name: sklearn.ensemble.forest.RandomForestClassifier
99 digest: 827f301cbff659371471def6f86f200b43497298937ed868eb630984560709c3
100 arguments:
101 inputs:
102 type: CONTAINER
103 data: steps.3.produce
104 outputs:
105 type: CONTAINER
106 data: steps.3.produce
107 outputs:
108 - id: produce
109 hyperparams:
110 use_semantic_types:
111 type: VALUE
112 data: true
113 add_index_columns:
114 type: VALUE
115 data: true
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Appendix L
Example neural network pipeline
An example pipeline of a neural network. A corresponding visual representation of the
example neural network pipeline is available in Figure 4.5. Representation of neural networks
in a pipeline is described in Section 4.4.
1 id: c917f854-2630-4837-9de0-ccc2e6bda2af
2 schema: https://metadata.datadrivendiscovery.org/schemas/v0/pipeline.json
3 digest: 2e17eb20105838ed684f547516ed5b369c5e9fed746ab84e3db7f7161b6e2083
4 created: ’2019-06-21T17:59:06.976929Z’
5 inputs:
6 - name: inputs
7 outputs:
8 - data: steps.17.produce
9 name: output predictions
10 steps:
11 # Step 0. Multiple tabular resources are joined into one.
12 # This combines collection of files with the main tabular resource.
13 - type: PRIMITIVE
14 primitive:
15 id: f31f8c1f-d1c5-43e5-a4b2-2ae4a761ef2e
16 version: 0.2.0
17 python_path: |-
18 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.denormalize.Common
19 name: Denormalize datasets
20 digest: 3555a5cfd37f4e9d08e7aaf48e4c9e87b7321bff3cf68d81838ee09e840fece8
21 arguments:
22 inputs:
23 type: CONTAINER
24 data: inputs.0
25 outputs:
26 - id: produce
27 # Step 1. Convert input Dataset to a DataFrame.
28 - type: PRIMITIVE
29 primitive:
30 id: 4b42ce1e-9b98-4a25-b68e-fad13311eb65
31 version: 0.3.0
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32 python_path: |-
33 d3m.primitives.data_transformation.dataset_to_dataframe.Common
34 name: Extract a DataFrame from a Dataset
35 digest: 458a82145751686619d331a0d15cecb28d6c9f5eeb9450b9ebccf83a0ece49fd
36 arguments:
37 inputs:
38 type: CONTAINER
39 data: steps.0.produce
40 outputs:
41 - id: produce
42 # Step 2. Read all images into cells in the column referencing files.
43 - type: PRIMITIVE
44 primitive:
45 id: 8f2e51e8-da59-456d-ae29-53912b2b9f3d
46 version: 0.2.0
47 python_path: |-
48 d3m.primitives.data_preprocessing.image_reader.Common
49 name: Columns image reader
50 digest: 46b07b47d2b37c2f375c50654fd11aa877a9f97b112bb837844fdaa65466ef54
51 arguments:
52 inputs:
53 type: CONTAINER
54 data: steps.1.produce
55 outputs:
56 - id: produce
57 # Step 3. Loss function. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
58 - type: PRIMITIVE
59 primitive:
60 id: 01cee53a-88e3-4bf3-993a-fd64805e9b8e
61 version: 0.1.0
62 python_path: |-
63 d3m.primitives.loss_function.categorical_crossentropy.KerasWrap
64 name: categorical_crossentropy
65 digest: 378c9e4ef29333dabe3dd1d1371d078b46c4180c26c56fcb1093f97520564f2f
66 # Step 4. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
67 - type: PRIMITIVE
68 primitive:
69 id: 6b1cceeb-a3be-4d7d-809a-052ae72b2b13
70 version: 0.1.0
71 python_path: |-
72 d3m.primitives.layer.convolution_2d.KerasWrap
73 name: convolution_2d
74 digest: 2af0acc46d4c2925f550bc88f0927afe11c78008f28f767d740d8146cc2af52d
75 # Step 5. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
76 - type: PRIMITIVE
77 primitive:
78 id: 6b1cceeb-a3be-4d7d-809a-052ae72b2b13
79 version: 0.1.0
80 python_path: |-
81 d3m.primitives.layer.convolution_2d.KerasWrap
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82 name: convolution_2d
83 digest: 2af0acc46d4c2925f550bc88f0927afe11c78008f28f767d740d8146cc2af52d
84 hyperparams:
85 filters:
86 type: VALUE
87 data: 10
88 padding:
89 type: VALUE
90 data: same
91 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
92 previous_layer:
93 type: PRIMITIVE
94 data: 4
95 strides:
96 type: VALUE
97 data: 1
98 # Step 6. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
99 - type: PRIMITIVE
100 primitive:
101 id: 288162cd-b71d-418d-9555-cc177c5f592e
102 version: 0.1.0
103 python_path: |-
104 d3m.primitives.layer.batch_normalization.KerasWrap
105 name: batch_normalization
106 digest: 8c1d94282d1747a5fb639d3b3ec3934c252e706ff38396a61439ad56186a381d
107 hyperparams:
108 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
109 previous_layer:
110 type: PRIMITIVE
111 data: 5
112 # Step 7. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
113 - type: PRIMITIVE
114 primitive:
115 id: 7a76922c-bf6f-37ce-9e58-1d3315382506
116 version: 0.1.0
117 python_path: |-
118 d3m.primitives.layer.dropout.KerasWrap
119 name: dropout
120 digest: 52b8acabf95b3781c60a26d613a6f876ec583c9fb0ea018bb4780f0390248633
121 hyperparams:
122 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
123 previous_layer:
124 type: PRIMITIVE
125 data: 6
126 # Step 8. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
127 - type: PRIMITIVE
128 primitive:
129 id: c97c5620-6274-4a5f-83b0-1c090c68ac7b
130 version: 0.1.0
131 python_path: |-
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132 d3m.primitives.layer.add.KerasWrap
133 name: add
134 digest: af4e6117e493e1903f8f4e1803fa8f599d33295f13b8cf36c4bbb853eeaed405
135 hyperparams:
136 # Here we connect this layer to two other layers.
137 previous_layers:
138 type: PRIMITIVE
139 data:
140 - 7
141 - 4
142 # Step 9. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
143 - type: PRIMITIVE
144 primitive:
145 id: 6b1cceeb-a3be-4d7d-809a-052ae72b2b13
146 version: 0.1.0
147 python_path: |-
148 d3m.primitives.layer.convolution_2d.KerasWrap
149 name: convolution_2d
150 digest: 2af0acc46d4c2925f550bc88f0927afe11c78008f28f767d740d8146cc2af52d
151 hyperparams:
152 filters:
153 type: VALUE
154 data: 10
155 padding:
156 type: VALUE
157 data: same
158 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
159 previous_layer:
160 type: PRIMITIVE
161 data: 8
162 strides:
163 type: VALUE
164 data: 1
165 # Step 10. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
166 - type: PRIMITIVE
167 primitive:
168 id: 288162cd-b71d-418d-9555-cc177c5f592e
169 version: 0.1.0
170 python_path: |-
171 d3m.primitives.layer.batch_normalization.KerasWrap
172 name: batch_normalization
173 digest: 8c1d94282d1747a5fb639d3b3ec3934c252e706ff38396a61439ad56186a381d
174 hyperparams:
175 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
176 previous_layer:
177 type: PRIMITIVE
178 data: 9
179 # Step 11. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
180 - type: PRIMITIVE
181 primitive:
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182 id: 7a76922c-bf6f-37ce-9e58-1d3315382506
183 version: 0.1.0
184 python_path: |-
185 d3m.primitives.layer.dropout.KerasWrap
186 name: dropout
187 digest: 52b8acabf95b3781c60a26d613a6f876ec583c9fb0ea018bb4780f0390248633
188 hyperparams:
189 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
190 previous_layer:
191 type: PRIMITIVE
192 data: 10
193 # Step 12. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
194 - type: PRIMITIVE
195 primitive:
196 id: c97c5620-6274-4a5f-83b0-1c090c68ac7b
197 version: 0.1.0
198 python_path: |-
199 d3m.primitives.layer.add.KerasWrap
200 name: add
201 digest: af4e6117e493e1903f8f4e1803fa8f599d33295f13b8cf36c4bbb853eeaed405
202 hyperparams:
203 # Here we connect this layer to two other layers.
204 previous_layers:
205 type: PRIMITIVE
206 data:
207 - 11
208 - 8
209 # Step 13. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
210 - type: PRIMITIVE
211 primitive:
212 id: e8acc97a-7868-427e-b022-e2aa51116d19
213 version: 0.1.0
214 python_path: |-
215 d3m.primitives.layer.flatten.KerasWrap
216 name: flatten
217 digest: 642ce85496ad05ce664e72ad5d1a96d7fa6b819c6bc494d5b2e1897d7dcd930d
218 hyperparams:
219 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
220 previous_layer:
221 type: PRIMITIVE
222 data: 12
223 # Step 14. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
224 - type: PRIMITIVE
225 primitive:
226 id: eb6a13fd-c3e6-4407-a15f-280905e6243e
227 version: 0.1.0
228 python_path: |-
229 d3m.primitives.layer.dense.KerasWrap
230 name: dense
231 digest: 6a41e848de2dc411d65837e7ca73a40a5a9c21993c6e194a5fea44a2ee924675
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232 hyperparams:
233 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
234 previous_layer:
235 type: PRIMITIVE
236 data: 13
237 units:
238 type: VALUE
239 data: 100
240 # Step 15. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
241 - type: PRIMITIVE
242 primitive:
243 id: eb6a13fd-c3e6-4407-a15f-280905e6243e
244 version: 0.1.0
245 python_path: |-
246 d3m.primitives.layer.dense.KerasWrap
247 name: dense
248 digest: 6a41e848de2dc411d65837e7ca73a40a5a9c21993c6e194a5fea44a2ee924675
249 hyperparams:
250 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
251 previous_layer:
252 type: PRIMITIVE
253 data: 14
254 units:
255 type: VALUE
256 data: 100
257 # Step 16. Layer. Used as a hyper-parameter value.
258 - type: PRIMITIVE
259 primitive:
260 id: eb6a13fd-c3e6-4407-a15f-280905e6243e
261 version: 0.1.0
262 python_path: |-
263 d3m.primitives.layer.dense.KerasWrap
264 name: dense
265 digest: 6a41e848de2dc411d65837e7ca73a40a5a9c21993c6e194a5fea44a2ee924675
266 hyperparams:
267 # Here we connect this layer to another layer.
268 previous_layer:
269 type: PRIMITIVE
270 data: 15
271 units:
272 type: VALUE
273 data: 10
274 # Step 17. Primitive which trains the neural network as a classifier.
275 - type: PRIMITIVE
276 primitive:
277 id: f8b81d1a-3e22-4edf-aa99-15bcbe827954
278 version: 0.1.0
279 python_path: |-
280 d3m.primitives.learner.model.KerasWrap
281 name: model
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282 digest: aa0f3fafbbb7eb159b694c88a4c5576c4f423ea0d799e0fc00c6c81ac7d3f406
283 arguments:
284 inputs:
285 type: CONTAINER
286 data: steps.2.produce
287 outputs:
288 type: CONTAINER
289 data: steps.2.produce
290 outputs:
291 - id: produce
292 hyperparams:
293 # Here we connect the loss to use.
294 loss:
295 type: PRIMITIVE
296 data: 3
297 model_type:
298 type: VALUE
299 data: classification
300 optimizer:
301 type: VALUE
302 data:
303 choice: Adam
304 amsgrad: false
305 beta_1: 0.9
306 beta_2: 0.999
307 decay: 0.0
308 epsilon: 0.0
309 lr: 0.01
310 # Here we connect the neural network to train.
311 previous_layer:
312 type: PRIMITIVE
313 data: 16
314 return_result:
315 type: VALUE
316 data: new
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